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Top university official leaves post suddenly
refused to elaborateor make any further comment on the matter .
The university had made no previous annoucement of Maison's departure. However a memorandum from
President Cheek's office, dated Nov.
14, announces the appointment of
Dr: Avis Y. Pointer to the special assistant's position. The memo was
addressed to university radio station
WHUR-FM, the public television :station WHMM-TV, the Office of
Satellite Communications and Cram tQn Auditorium. The special assistant
is.responsible for overseeing the dayto-day operations of these entities.

By Alonza Robertson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The abrupt departure last Friday
of Dr. Robert A. Malson, the form-

er special assistant to President James
E. Cheek,. has left many questions

unanswered about what prompted
the high-ranking university official to
leave.

''Mr. Maison's last day at the
university was Nov. 11 by mutual
agreement by him and the university,'' Alan Hermesch, the director pf
. the department of university relations
said Thursday to Hilltop inquiries. He

Contacted at his home Thursday
night, Malson offered no details
about the sudden move. ''The president and I have agreed that my relationship with the university should
end,'' the 44-year-old Howard alumnus said.
· ''It is a private matter between the
president and myself,'' he said. After serving two years as the executive
assistant, ''I am going to be seeking
other employment.'•
Sources have indicated that Maison's red BMW 535, leased by the
university in his name has been
returned. The university, like many

8y Earl Ford
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By Andrea Morehead
Hilltop Scaff Reporter

For the third consecutive time, the
General Assembly meeting has left
many s.tudeOts
''humiliated,
disgusted and fed up with the situation,'' said Renetta Garrison,
Undergraduate Student Association
(UGSA) Guidance director.
The meeting was adjourned
Wednesday night after 30 minutes of
waiting for representatives from .the
universities 18 ~choo ls and colleges.
Of the 18 minimum representatives
required and expected to attend, only 13 were present.
''According to the General
Assembly Constitution, in order to
carry out the .valid transaction of
business, a minimum number of
representatives must be present. We
didn't meet the criteria," said Garfield Swaby, Howard University Student Association president.
The Genral Assembly is comprised of the Undergraduate Student
Association and Graduate Student
Association,executive councils, and
executive vice-president and two

.

The Ai-co Foundation recently
awarded

t

Howard

University

the university. Today is to be Wallace's last day, Sims said. ·
It is unclear whether the Wallace
resignation is connected to Maison's
departure. Malson and both Ed
Jones, director of broadcasting at
WHMM and Angela Henderson, the
public affairs spokesperson, had no
comment on the situation. Wallace
was unable to be reached for comment Thursday.
Pointer, the new executive assistant, was formerly the director of
Howard's Office of Federal Affairs,

a department that
abolished.

has

since been

Malson graduated from Howard in

a

1970 with
degree in political
scien~e. During his college career, he
served one year as vice president of
the Howard University Student Association and worked as a reporter
for The Hilltop.
He has also worked on the White
House Domestic Policy Staff during
the Caner Administration and for the
D.C. government in the Dept. of
Human Services. He is married and
has twO ·sons, one of whom is a
freshman at Howard .

G.A. meeting cancelled, again

)

Hilltop Staff Reporter

of WHMM, would' also be leaving

•

Arco
•
gives
$50,000
'

•

major corporations, leases automobiles_for its top executives.
The appointment of :i new special
assistant was announced during a
WHMM manager's meeting Tuesday, said Jim Tripp, an executive in
charge of production at the station.
''We haven't received any word from
the university," [about Malson] he
said.
A similiar manager's meeting was
held_ ~t WHUR on Wednesday, according to· Ted Sims, the station's
chief engineer. At that meeting,
WHUR managers were also told that
Arnqld Wallace, the general manager

'

a

$50,000 grant to recruit and retain

underrepresented
minority
.
.
.stude_
. nts _

pursuing careers 1n engineering,
science and business.
For the second consecutive year the
Arco Foundation has included
Howard in its unique recruitret'e ntion program. Last year among
15 other colleges and universities,
Howard received $25,000 to develop
programs for in-coming freshman
students who were interested in these
fields. This year the university was
one o& 23 other colleges to receive a
grant.

In 1987 the university designed a
program called the ''Arco Advantage' ' that provided workshops,
orientations, field trips, instructors
and counselors to assist 42 freshmen
who were qualified for the program.
''We have found that even with
scholarships and other financial assistance, many minority youngsters
enrolled in science, engineering and
business courses never complete their
college education," said Lodwrick
M. Cook, Arco chairman and chief
executive officer
Dr . Roger Q. Estep, Vice President
for Development and University Relations at Howard, was pleased with
the results from the meeting held with
the Arco Foundation.
''People don't realize the importance of persoru!,l contributions made
by organizations and individuals to
universities, '.l said Estep, as he
flashed a colored graph chart that illustrated money received by the
university and who the source was.
Estep compared the Howard
graphic chart -to a chart that depicted a national \ere! of expectancy by
all universities in the country and the
chart showed that Howard fell well
below the expected level .
''Howard is determined to reach
the national level and beyond," said
Estep.

representatives of each school and
college.
It!s purpose is to review requisitions and determine allotment of
funds given to the schools and colleges
and
other
campus
organizations.
''Students' needs are not being
met. They (organizations) can't plan
cultural, social and intellectual events
if they can't get the appropriate funds
from us because the representatives
don't show up to review these
organizations' proposals,'' said Darryl Anderson, UGSA financial
advisor.
Many of the students present felt
that the elected representatives have
an ''obligation '' to attend the ''oncea~month meetings.''
''It's a shame that these elected officials are not showing up to represent the students,'' said Ki eve
Graham, General Assembly chairman. ''If the representatives don't do
their jobs, the General Assembly
can't function and other organizatiorls can't function."
With the first semester almost
over, many organizations, such as the

Forensics· Team, have yet to make
their goals realities.
''This is my second meeting and
nothing has been done. Due to a lack
of help from the General Assembly,
I am uneffectively planning projects
for next semester,'' said Forensics
president Umar Hassan.
''True, time is important to
everyone, but these selected representatives should be responsible enough
to full fi ll their obligations," he

added.

~ccording

to Swaby, the General
Assembly has been a disfunctioning
organization (Qr the past two years.
''As a result of the 'no show' from
some of the representatives, few
ork;anizations have reaped the

,

benefits offered by the General
Assembly ,'' said Swaby.

Therefore, the $29,000 General
Assembly budget is left untouched .
Last year $7,000 was left in the
,budget and put into this year's fund.
''What's so ironic about this situation is that the students ' activity fees
make up the General Assembly's
see Assembly, page 7
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AIDS project gets · funding
By Wendy Sharpe
Hilltop Staff Reporter

.
photo by Keith Leadbttlrr

Garfield Swaby and Kieve Graham proudly display the new flag.

HUSA raises A rican
Liberation ag
By Shelia Maxwell and George
Daniels

the red .. black and green color
symbol.
According to Kieve Graham,
Hilltop' Scaff Reporter
financial director for HUSA, who
After a three year absence, the headed the group's effort to bring
African Liberation Flag will make · the flag back, speakers for the ralits long-awaited return to campus ly will be NAACP president
when the Howard University Stu- Zenobia White and representatives
from students in Harriet Tubman
dent Association raises it today at
1:30 p.m. from the flagpole in Quadrangle and Charles Drew
front of Founder's Library.
Hall, two freshmen dormitories.
The junior accounting major
To highlight the occasion,
HUSA is sponsoring a ceremonial said that HUSA chose those
rally to make students aware of its Speakers because tht:Y wanted the
official return and to better inform
them about the meaning behind see Flag, page 7

Howard University has been
granted $982,333 from the Centers
for Disease Control/Public Health
Service in Atlanta to be used for the
development of a National AIDS
Minority Information and Education
Program for Health Care Providers
and Support Service Personnel.
The College of Medicine and the
School of Education have joined
forces to provide physicians, nurses,
social workers, psychologists, and
others who care for or counsel persons with AIDS or the HIV virus,
with increased knowledge, awareness
and counseling skills.
The principal investigator for the
program is Dr. Wayne L. Greaves,
chief of the Department of Infectious
Diseases in the College of Medicine.
Greaves is joined by Dr. DeLoirs
Hunter, who serves as the project's
co-principal investigator. Hunter is
also director of the office of Leadership Development Training Programs
in the School of Education.
Hunter said that the School of
Education's support is crucial

Wayne Greaves

Deloris Hunter

because of its role in training and manager of the program, the AIDS
evaluation. The College of Medicine project is essential to the black comwill in turn, provide the medical munity. She said that although blacks
knowledge.
comprise only 12 percent of the
''It is important that Howard population in the United States, they
University · continues to assert its account for 25 to 27 percent of the
leadership role as the premiere black 60,000 persons in this country who
medical institution in educating black are infected with AIDS or who are
health professionals; especially about carriers of the HIV virus .
the HIV epidemic," said Greaves.
According to Hunter, one of the
''Thus, Howard's Co llege of major reasons for the disproporMedicine and School of Education . tionate number of blacks with AIDS,
have joined forces to assure a sue- is attributed to the excessive use of incesful training program."
travenous drugs and needles within
According to Frances Page, the black community .

.

Howard security officer loves to keep HU. moving
Adams says the university is like a special family
int·orm him that there is a car blocking traffic through campus .
Adams is the person who every
Hilltop Staff Repor!ers
weeknight, from 3 to 10 p.m., sits in
For 59-year-old Jonathan Adams, the security booth on 6th street, near
working at Howard gives him a lot E and · the gates opposite the
chance lO be a part of a special School of Architecture.
family. '
''I'm here every night to see that
''I love my job and to be a part of traffic flows properly, to answer any
the Howard family in anyway is questions someone may have concerspecial," s~id Adams. ''I have ning directions and to make sure
become frien11s with many members there is no overcrowding of cars,'' he
of the faculty and it makes for said. ''I haven't had any major pro· enlighting discussion ~;•• he adQs. At blems.''
•
the same moment, a young girl pulls
Adams, a former security guard
up _to the security boa:th. window to for a local People's Drug Store, came
By

James Walker and
Robinson

Leigh

•

to Howard
' at the end of last summer pily married couple have four sons,
and says that he doesn't regret his three daughters and four granddecision at all.
children, all of young age.
·''Since I was young I have always
Soon after his marriage, Adams
been fascinated With this university. says he developed his love and desire
Where I am from, many people have to live in America.
attended Howard and returned home
''l had visited a few times in the
to work,'' said the South American 60s and 70s and I thought .it was a .
native.
very beautiful country," recalls
The son of a farmer, Adams was Adams. ''I always felt that the settleborn in Guyana, South America. ment of America was one of the .
There he spent 33 years working for greatest achievements of man and •
the South American government this country has always I ntrigued
before retiring a couple of years ago. me.''
It was during this time that he met
Johnathan Adams' job at lot 18 molcu him a part of the Howard family.
his wife of 30 years, Zibini. The hap- see Officer, page 7
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Alphas paint, clean up shelter
By James Walker
Hilltop Staff Reporter

While many Howard students
spent last Saturday cheering the football team to a victory over visiting
Morgan State, some students spent
the day a little differently.
About 30 students spent last Saturday pai,ting and cleaning the Rosa

·.

Parks S~lter ~ome for eight young
boys, ran ing in age eight to 14. The
shelter is ocated at 18th a nd S Sts.,

NW
The activity was a commupity servic~ project coordinated and financ-

•

ed by members of the Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity Inc. , Beta C hapter.
''It was something I have wanted
to~'? for a long time,'' said Phillip

'

Campus
blood drive
helps needy

•
photo by Keith Leadbetter

H illtop Staff Reporters

Students enrolled in the ' 'Computers and Society'' courses finall y
have a real classroom.
Iri response to an increasing need
for a new computer facility, the
Center for Academic Computing Services recently opened a new $100,000
computer fa cility featuring 20 IBM
'Personal System / 2 microcomputers
in Room 14-B in the basement of the
School of Communications .

An instructor for six years, Allen
recalls having to juggle the facilities
in the Schools of Communication,
Education and Human Ecology,
none of which were adequate to accomodate her large classes of 20-30
students.
She said the problem was due to
the number of computers and to the
fact that scheduling time was limited.
' ' At one point , we used nine or 10
IBM PCs located in Academic Computing Services, " she said. ''Even
the n, we did not have access each
week fo r lab sessions because they
were bei ng used by other instructors
and student s," said Allen.
Dr . Janice Nicholson, director of

The lab was funded through
money made available through the
office of . the vice-president for
academic aiffair s. According to Brenda J . Allen , an instructor for the
course , the new fa cility is vastly di fferent from the facilities used in past
years.

•

BS/MD gives

professional education.
According to Aboko-Cole, the
BS/ MD program is designed for
students who are admitted into
Howard immediately .after graduation from senio r high school.
''These students are academically
outstanding and are in the top five
percent of their graduating classes,''
she said .
Students who have alr.eady compleled one year at Howard with a
grade point average of at least 3.5 are
also eligible to apply.
According to the programs
guidelines, after acceptance students
must successfully complete two
academic years and one summer in
the College of Liberal Arts in which
they carry 19 to 21 credit hours per
semester.
Although the workload is demanding, most BS/ MD participants are

By James K. Stovall
1

Hilltop Sta ff Reporter

Adams, a third year medical student, is enrolled in the bachelor of
science/ doctor of medicine (BS/ MD)
program atl Howard. Established in

'

1973, the BS/ MD program allows
'
•

~andidates

academically bright students to complete the requirements for· both the
BS and MD degrees in six years, instea,Q_ of the customary eight.
Although Curtis Adams is not be
a party animal , it is will take him six
years to complete his studies at
Howard University.
Don't laugh, because in the time it
takes some students to complete one
degree, Adams will have graduated
with two .
''We thought it would be appropriate to make a faster route for
those students who are certain
medicine is their chosen field,'' says
Dr. Georgianna F. Aboko-Cole,
director of the center for ore-

able to handle it.
Winston Smith, a BS/ MD student
who is now carrying 19 hours said,
''not everyone can do it, but you can

'

Hilltop Staff ReJXlrter

A record number of st udents
responded to the need to save lives as
they came to support a blood drive
sponsored by the Campus Senate
held on Monday in the Armour J.
Blackburn Center.
The Campus Senate surpassed its
set goal of 50 pints, collecting a
record number 150 pints of blood
from Howard students.

New lab ends roaming classes
By . Rebecca Little and Elizabeth
Lloyd

Shelter is a division of, said that she
was very jmpressed with the job done
and she hoped that some ar:
rangements could be made t:fCtween
the fraternity members and the home
in which the brothers could speak to
the youths once a month. .
''I think it's a great way for them
[the fraternity] to reach out to the
community,'' said Guthrie. ''We
hope that they can become a regular
part of our family, working as big
brothers to the youngsters.••
Randall added that the brothers
currently have a big-brother program
with the Gage-Ekington Elementary
School, near Slowe Hall dormitory,
and would be glad to establish
another one with the Rosa Parks
Shelter youths.

By R. Tim Gibbs

Rhonda Seocrease uses an Apple Macintosh Plus computer in CAR's new $100,000 computer lab.

''Since I have been teaching, our
classes have been nomads,'' Allen
said. ''We have used computer
facilities in a couple of remote spots
"

'

Randall, a member of the fraternity,
who was the key coordinator in making the project possible .
A combination of students and
members of the fraternity arrived at
the shelter about 11 a.m., ~equipped
with all the materials necessary to
paint. Before they were done , the
students painted the entire five room
house.
Ted C ummings, a freshman, Who
volunteered for the project· said he
enjoyed doing the project.
''I thought it was great, it's a home
for black youth and this is where we
need to be as black students," said
Cummings.
Emi ly Guthrie, a volunteer coordinator for the Sasha -B ruce
Youthwork, which the Rosa Parks

academic computing services, said
the new facility was built to accomodate the ''Computers and
Society'' courses, but that it is not
limited to those classes.
The class teaches students basic

••

"Howard has proven that blacks

computer language skills a,nd simple
programming knowledge. Allen said

are interested," said Wendy Anderson, the blood drive's coordinator of
the American Red Cross. ''I am extremely ecstatic about the . way the
students have pulled together ."
Phillip Suggs, public relations
director of the blood drive, said that
the blood drive marked the Campus
Senate's fir st big project and he
hopes the following projects go as
well.
Gary. Hall, coordinator of the
drive, stated that the communication
and networking among the various
senate organizations helped make the
event a success. ' 'The success of this

she is pleased that she will no longer
have to bring students to her office
to use her personal computer because
she and her colleagues in the Comprehensive Sciences Program are
guarranteed time slots for each of
their sections .
''Being able to use computers is a
crucial element of this course,'' she
said, adding that the new lab will
''furtlier enhance the course'' by
allowing hands-on experience.
Zenzi Reed, a senior film produc-

see Computers, page 7

project really solidifies that the Campus Senate can be a viable force on
this camp.us .'~
.-.Ii was my second time to give
blood,'' said sophoniore Tadia

an edge
if you have a strong will tO achieve.''
D e rwin Corr ia, a freshman
zoology major from Trinidad agrees.
''It's what I thought a normal college
lOad would be," he said.
Aboko-Cole said that during the
BS phase of the program, all students
must complete a minimum of eightysix semester hours of specified
courses . ~ n the socia l scien ces,
humaniti,es and natural sciences .
''I think Howard has put forth a
good curriculum, " said John Rier,
associate dean of Liberal Arts. '' If a
student performs well in the curriculum, he has a very good chance
of being accepted to medical school,''
he said .
Under the program's guidelines,
completion of the BS portion of the
program does not guarantee admission into medical school.
''They (BS/ MD students) have to
apply to medical school like any other

Whitner. "I was a little nervous, but

I felt that it was importanL>Go give
back to the community."

.

A tall order

photo by David Embden

, O~e y~u,ng, lg"' ql.JJ1•,l , ;oi,1'k'.~ ,ll~soq,f~~a/f game had ~Ienty al _hat
to s"'1I~ ~~\ltJ d,w;-g$1-.f~~ 1 f,.,,.,., , ~~ ' ,,, ,,., ,, , .1A1 • •,, ,
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Charles H. Epps, Jr., M.D ..

see BS / MD page 7
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Campus
events

....

t

Friday, Nov. 18 at 4:30 p.m. the
African Students Association will

-tl
-fl

present ' 'The Brain Drain , ' ' an
open di scussio n on wh y many
Afrucans stay bac k a fter their

..,..

:~~~e'i46b~~~iac1~u~~

held in
Friday, Nov. 18 at 7 p.m.The Nu-

bian Study group will present ''An
Evening with Neely Fuller,"

author of The United Independent
Compensatory

,

!..

!

..

general body meeting in the

it

~:.~day,. Nov.

APPLICATIONS FOR
EMPLOV:MENT
ARE
,
I "
AVAILABLE

-fl
-fl

..
..
..

M USt have a ffilnlffiUffi
· •
CUffiUlat"lVe grad e

point average of 2.5 Other details on
National Patent Law Association .. QUalifacatiOn and responsibilities are inwi11 hold its second official -fl
:::~~~d\~.,1~~;,chool<>fEngineer- ! eluding on application.
_
Tuesday, Nov. 29 7:30-9:30
a.m.The Small Business Develop-_, il I
·
fOr QUal"f"
ment Center will present its second !
ntervleWS
l led can d"d
l at es are
''Export Now Roundtable," ...,.
h d l d fOr Decemb ei;: 9th ·
breakfast discus sio n at the -t< SC e U e
22 at 5 p.m.The :

Howard Inn. This month's 'topic
is ''Multi-National Marketing
Management.'' A registration fee
is required . For information call

HUSBDC at 636-5150.

ii
-fl
·-fl
-fl

-t<

!*

A

Jt.

!*.....

:*
Jt.

-t<

Douglass Hall.
Sunday, Nov. 20 at 3 p.m. The
Campus Pals will hold their third
Undergraduate Library Lecture

HOMECOMING
STEERING
COMMITTEE
Chairman & Treasurer

-fl
-fl

Code/System/Concept, in the ..
School
of Social
Work ..
Auditorium. Tickets are $8.
..
Saturday, Nov. 19 from 2-5 p.m. ii
The Alpha Sweetheart Court of -t<
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. ..
will sponsor a study session featuring Sonia Sanchez. Room 116

**

!...-

**

*Jt.

**
**

Profession: Dean, College of Medicine, Professor of Orthopaedic
Surgery, Howard University, Washington, D.C .
Home: Washington, D.C.
Education: Howard University, College of Liberal Arts, B.S. m.1f?!Jd
com !dodc; I 951; College of Medicine, M.D., with honors, 1955.
My Most Memorable Experience as a Howard Student: "Ser· .
ving as ~resident of the Liberal Arts student body."
Most Significant Impact Howard had on My Life: "Howard
provided a warm, supportive environment in which to study. I

**

acquired a first-class undergraduate and professional education
which ultimately led to a successful career. On this campus, I met
my classmate who later be_came my wife-Roselyn Payne Epps,
M.D. Many of my college mates have remained life-long friends."

:

Achievement of Which I'm Most Proud: "My 24-year career
in orthopaedic surgery and medical education, especially the posi·
tions of leadership."
'

**

**

!
***

Why I Give Back to Howard: "I can honestly say that my life
has been enriched and made happier as a result of my Howard
experience. It is only fitting rhat I give to Howard to keep it in
the forefront of higher education."

**
**

and it will depend even more o~ your support after you graduate. Resolve
now to become a 11retlme contributor to Howard. Also, keep th1:1 Depa11ment of Alumni Affairs informed of your career developments, it is your lifetime
linkage to Howard. For more information, call (202) 686-6693 .

,._
Jt.

_________) ..******************************

.,

•

Howard University depends on the support of alumni li ke Charles Epps, M.D.,

©Copyright, Howard Univer-;ity, 1988
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Bison defense .batters Bears
Scott N. McClenney
Hilltop Staff Reporter

I

•

Milton ''Skip'' Bynum and Tyrone Powell (left) led the team

during their 76-63 victory over the

Debose displayed his own footwork

Bison ~acklers again w~re rutting
it to the Bear offense and defenSive~

by gaining 20 yards on the next play.
On third and six from the 19-yard

back Anthony Davis (2) capped the

line, Killings was stuffed for a twoT he H oward University Bison kept
yard loss; the Bison were forced to
their hopes fo r a MEAC championsettle for a 39-yard field goal by Gary
shi p alive Saturday by defeating
-. Mo rgan State University 35-13 at Mossop with 3:33 left in the first
quarter .
G reene Stadium .
With the time closing in the first
The team is now 7-3 overall and 3-2
and Morgan still ahead 7-3,
in t he conference. Florida A&M and quarter,
Thomas Jones caught a pass , which
Delaware State are tied for first place,
was tipped by Van Horse, and set up
both teams are o ne game ahead of
a-95-yard scoring drive for Howard.
H oward .
drive was the games most imMorgan won t he toss and scored This
display of offense.
first when on third and goal (after set pressive
Running back Fred Killings regainup passes by Bear quarterback ed his style, carrying left and cutting
Robert Jackson) fullback Michael back to the 25. Debose unloaded to
Daniels d ropped his head and fought tight end Jimmie Johnson, who
his way into the endzone with 10:46 caught a 45-yard pass over defenders
rem aini ng in the first qu arter . The at the Morgan 30.
kick was good and Morgan lead the
Debose' s next two passes were inBison 7-0.
complete and the Bison attempted .a
E f fect ive d e f en sive pl ay b y Mossop field goal of 47 yards that fell
linebackers Darryori Robinson and no good .
Ma rty Graves a nd cornerback Sean
An illegal participation call saved
Van Horse kept t he Bears from H oward and the referees advanced
establishing a consistent offense , and the ball 15 yards. Runs by Killings;
after a John Javis punt return to the gaining t hree and nine yards, set up
Bison 47-yard line, Howard had the a fo ur-yard touchdown scaniper by
Czechs.
ball first and ten.
Mack with 11: 12 remaining in the
Fullback Tony Mack ·gained fo ur half. Mossop' s kick was no good and
yards on a Lee DeBosf:' handoff, but H oward took control leading 9-7 .

series with an interception of a
Jackson to Moore intended pass.
Debose and company took over
first and ten on their own 46.
Utilizing the offensive weapo ns of
Killings and Mack, Debose guided
the offense to the Morgan 26:
On fourth and seven Debose
scrambled on the keeper for a gain or
IS to the Bears' 11 . Handing off to
Mack a play later for a gai n of five,
Debose cooly. slioned a six -yard
touc!ldown pass to Johnson wiih 3:29

left 1n the hal f.

·

Mossop's kick was good and
Howard increased its lead to 16-7.
Mossop' s kicko ff was reti!-lrned to
the 21 giving Morgan first 43.nd te11.
Charles Gibbs sacked Jac kSon for a
loss two plays later and pushed
Morgan back to the 19.
The defen se t ightened it s
chokeh old on the Bears after a second sack by Kevin Rowley.
A pass intended fo r Milton H arrell
was intercepted by T homas Jones (5 )
a nd returned f or a 51-yard
touchdown with 34 second s remain-

see Bears, page 7

'
•

Prepares for season opener against Bowie State
Owens and Jack Smith played out o f
Hillto p Staff Reporte r
positions because of the height ad,
vantage, but they battled well on the
The Howard University meil' s , boards,'' said M'illiamson .

basketball team defeated the

The game opened with .Howard

Czechoslovakian men' s junior national team 78-63 at Burr Gymnasium last Friday, in preseason
action .
The game was a tune-up for the

winning the tip-off, but from there
the team's .perform311ce went
downhill, Guard Milton ''Skip' '
Bynum threw his pass out of bounds.
Bynum also got into foul trouble ear-

Bison's home opener on Dec. I ly with two fouls by the 16:54 mark
against Bowie State.
r 250 fans watched the Bison get off
to a slow start, which coach A. B.
Williamson attributed to ' 'first game
j i t t er s . • •
' ' The first half of the season is a
learning period, ' 'said Williamson,' ' But I was pleased with the play
o f Arnold Jolivet and Sean Mason .
Only practicing for three and a half
weeks, I was happy with the ad1 justments we made at half-time to
come out and do a good job.''
The only senior, team captain
Chuck Smalley, did not play because
of a sprained ankle . Williamson was
relieved he had 6'8'' center Tyrone
Powell pn hand.
. ' 'Tyrone is the most experienced

R1ddt<,k be~an the teams _first

not played much . Tyrone, Guy . substantial spurt · when he hit a

•

half closing the gap to 23-20 Czech's.
Bynum aga in scored with a
17-footer bringing the Bison to within
one . Mason combined. with Smit h for
another pair before Bynum co nnected on a three-pointer, ty in g the
score at 27.
The defense lagged as the Bison
began to loose the battle of the offen sive a nd defensive boards, allowing their opponents four and five
tries. Bynum re-tied the score 29 all
with a smoot he head fa ke up and
inside.
With I :25 remaining in the first
half, Hollman, wi th a three-pointer,
gave H oward its fi rst lead of 32-31.
Smith dunked \Vith authority ·after
a Mason pass deep inside the lane.
H olloman added t\.\'O more baskets,
and by the end of the half the Biso n

see Czechs,
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Running back Tony Mock flies through a line opening mode by blockers during Morgan State game .

MBA GRADUATES

Debose assaults' record books

•

,

The best investment you'll ever make
begins at t~e Prudential

By Bruce Spetpt
Howard University quarterback
Lee ''the Little General'' ~se
is now leading an assault on two

fronts.

..

I

The Prudential Realty Group would.1ike to help you turn your
'
hard-earned MBA degree into a challenging and rewarding
investment position.

•

_..

•

We manage one the world 's largest privately held portfolios of
equity real estate and mortgages - a portfolio valued at
more than $33 billion.

tion skills.

We offer a very attractive starting salary, bonus potential based
on pertormance. and an excellent benefits package. To explore opportunities at the PRUDENTIAL, send your resume
to: Washington Realty Group Office, 1100 15th Street. N.W..
Suite 490, Washington. DC 20005.

.

THE BIGGEST IS LOOKING FOR THE BEST!
An

Equal Opportun11y Employee

,•

•

The Prudential
Realty Group

•

'

The, Prudential

I

'

''

NYC
URBAN
FELLOWS
·
PROGRAM

Invites you

to attend . a presentation on
fellowships and Summer Internship opportunities in New York
City Government. Sophmores,
juniors, seniors, and graduate
students are eligible.

Thursday, December 1st
llam -t o 2pm
Blackburn Center,
Student Union

•

•

I

)!

The first front is the most oD~
vious: the field, as lie leads
Howard's potent offensive attack.
The second front nut)' ntj_t be so
obvious to Bison . supp9rters. ·\

•

'

For further ' information
contact the placement office or
call
(212) 566-0430.

Debose (5'8" and only 155 lbs.)
holds university records for
touchdown passes in a season (2 l)
and career touchdown passes (48).
In the MEAC, Debose ranks
third in career touchdowri passes
behind North Carolina A&T's

ii Alan

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;.._~D;:eb~o~s=e~,=a~";n:•;ti;;v~•=S!~f-;;5.i:•:i:w::•;:ill:I•;
..

,

Our real estate investment activities provide excellent opportunities .for learning, growtll and achievement. If you are
selected for our investment team, .you'll enjoy a "hands-on"
approach to professional development I~ conjunc11on w1lh
exposure to all the basics of Prudential 's real estate operations.
you'll attend a series of courses unique to the real estate industry. External courses leading to pr0fessional real estate
designations are also available.

,..

~ ~{.f
.,~·

Lee Debose ~

aggressive, and possess strong analytical and communica·

•

• .. ..a!Jil'

l-' -.;

To maintain our preeminent role in the real eslate arena, we
are currently seeking top MBAs from America's outstanding
universities. Candidates ,should be talented, self-mot1valed and

Florida, is quick!}' becom ing the
most prolific quarter back in
Howard's history as he is re\.\·riti11g
both the .university a nd i'v1id
Eastern Athletic Conference
(MEAC) record books.
,

Hilltop Staff Reporter

.

.

•

jumper, making it 21-16
Mason
made a pass to P owell downcourt
who , over a defender, stuffed it
through at the 6: 20 m ark of the first

of the game.
Powell gave Howard its first points
after being fouled by Czhec. Martin
Sibal and the Bison trailed 7-2.
Still in the first quarter the Czech
team went up 15-10, when Jolivet' s
rebound was stolen . Smith pulled up
the slack on a pass to Owens bringing the Bison to within •.hree.
The passing and r ,j,11 handeling
again became spor; .ic bad passes
resulted in easy twc.'s for the Czechs
as they went back .Jn top by seven .
Owens tried tc get the outside
game going, scoring with a 15-footer led' 36-34.
only to have the Czechs score again . · · Powell lead all scores a1 the half
At the 21 -14 mark H Owar.d 's with 10 points and fo ur rebounds anci
players still looked rusty and slow but Marttn Jelinek led the Czechs wit h 11
were. be~inning to make their moves . points and six rebounds.

.m!._the \earn. T?e others really have

•

•

Basketball team beats visiting Czechs
By Scott N. McCleooey

•

Hooker who has 58,

~nd

jtethune Cookman ' s Ber11ard

Hawk with 56.
Debose is second in touchdown
passes iii a season oehind HOOker
'(24), and his 5,QOO-plus yards in
total offense is good eno ugh for

,fourth among the all-time MEAC
leaders.
After 11 games this season,
Debose. known to his team.mates

as "Bobo," has rushed 85 times
for 47S yards with 3 touchdowns
and'<:M!Pk'ed 72 of 161 passes for
1,421 yards and 21 touchdowns,
with just fqur interceptions.
The quarterback's passing stats ;

I

make him the first Howard 1(
quarterback sipce 1982 to pass for

over 1,000 yards In a season. ",
Howcvs, the record-setter feels
1lllJ arearest artnoute as a ptayer 1s
his leadership ability.

••t have the ability to lead the

team. Jf the team bas confidence
in me, thatmes 0 s they're going to
I" out and do their best and I'm
f.oin& to do my best," he said _
'That's what helps me the most in
achievins goals ana setti ng

I
.1

records.,,
"'
What a leader Debose has been,

am1uina 29 victories against only
10 loss11 and leading the Bison to

· a MEAC title last season.
But wbon Debose, now in his
senior year, arrived here a t
Howard, be had no idea he would
set so m•ny records.
''L was orisinalJy ·focusing on
. llltina some playing time. At tho'"ne, lbq (Howard) had four
q1111rtwl 1cb who MIC in froni of
tor varjou reasons things
1Jllll~ Ip~ ud that enabl·
lD !Mrt, he admitted.
llso faced criticism of .

me,•

llfl btiaht. ~'9'', ..then he first artif"d 41\ Howard.

-DR ,P.,.7

•
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Editorials

Let the truth be known
Editors note: The contents of this editorial were
edited because of heated discussions between
Hilltop management and university administrators. From this encounter, The Hilltop
management was made fully aware that the
newspaper is not totally governed by student
editors but is ultimately subject to the control
of the publisher, Howard University.

glimpse of the inner workings and attitudes of
our uppe\ level administration. While the event

to debunk the rumors surrounding the reasons
for Maison's departure despite the fact that
The Hilltop had no prior specific knowledge
of such rumors until Barber' s call?
In a phone interview with The Hilltop ,
Malson indicated knowledge of rumors regarding his departure but denied their truth . Then,
according to Alexis and Barber, Malson called to infnrm them of a possible Hilltop story
that might include references to the rumors.
Alexis and Barber promptly called The
Hilltop management to warn of the possible
libelous content of the t umors . Their actions
suggest a lack of faith in the integrity and
ethical standards of this newspaper. We have
an attorney; whom \Ve did call to consult about
the content ··or the story. But the ad-

may prove insignificant, the apparent paranoia

ministrators' actions also sugges t that there is

of several university officials belies their efforts
to portray it as such.
Why did Executive Vice President Carlton ·
P. Alexis feel the incident warranted an unsolicited call to The Hilltop to invalidate what

more to Maison' s departure than meets the
eye.

Last week's departure of the university's
Special Assistant to the President, Robert
Malson, by wh;>t-he termed "a mutual agree1nent with 't-tfe president,'' prOvides a rare

he called rumors regarding the r.e asons for

Maison's departure and to state that the
responsibility q_f anything The Hilltop prints
\viii rest on the -reporter who writes the story?
Furthermore, why did he tape this phone
conversation yet neglect to inform The Hilltop
he was doing so until the end of•the conversation, despite the fact that such practices are
against federal law?
Why did Charles Barber, an attorney on the
staff of the university's general counsel office,
see fit to place an unsolicited call to The Hilltop

I

- ·------,.
"

When contacted Thursday afte rnoon,
Maison 's replacement, Dr. Avis Poi nter, evaded questions. Once she learned of the nat:1re

of the call, she put The Hilltop on hold. Her
secretary returned to the pho ne claiming that
Pointer had an impromptu meeting and had
no comment for the press. The secretary would
not disclose Pointer ' s background or vita.
Is Maison' s departure the simple mutual
agreement that he claims? Or is this tiny rip-

.

ple in the university 's inf1·astructure an o u t-

ward manifestation of internal problems of
greater magnitude? We think the administration doth protest too much.

PLO extends hand

•

The recent announcements from Palestine
Meanwhile, the Palestinians rejected resoluLiberation Organization chairman Yasser tion 181 based on the same premise that
Arafat which denounced terrorism, recogoniz- American Indians reject the claim that Columed the United Nations resolutions 242 and 338, bus 'discovered America. They had been there
and announced the formation of a Palestinian for generations.
state, indicate a tremendous compromise on
The Zionist version of' ' ma11ifest destiny''
the part of the Palestinian people. Their posi'! was obscured behind their religous beliefs, but
tion should be accorded the honor and respect in practice the occupation o f Palestine by
commensurate with the magnitude of the European settlers was no different from their
Palestinian peoples' sacrifice.
·colonization of 0ther socities throughout the

-

~dJ

-

•

~/---,
~

\

1

That ho·nor and respect, however \viii pro-

bably not be forthcoming from the Presidentelect Bu sh. African-Americans should
therefore work as allies with the Palestine people to ass ure that their dream of statehood
becomes a reality_
· i1
To understand just how great a compromise

the Palestinians have made by accepting the
t\vo U.N. resolutions, one must unders.t and
ho'v the state of [j;real was formed in the first
place .
During the early~1900' s, Palestine [now
Isreal] was part of the British Empire. After
\V·orld War II, the U.N. passed resolution 181
in 1947 which called for the partition of
Palestine.
·rllis resolution created the international
legality for the creation of a Jewish and Arab
state in the region. Europeans practicing
Judaism began to settle in the same area, and
in 1948 tpe Zionists, as the settlers and their
supporters are called, announced trhe formation of Isreal.
During the settlement process , there were
• mass expulsions of the indigenous Arab people and 483 of their villages were bulldozed .

world.

Letters to the editor
•

1

i

•

The two U.N. resolutions.the PLO has accepted recogonizes the right of Israel to exist.
So in fact, what the PLO has done is relinquish
claims to part of its O\vn land a nd announced
the formation of their O\Vn state
co nsidered occupied tc1·rit-0ry.

i11

\v hat is no\v

In the past, the United States has refused
to negotiate with the PLO unless it denounced '' terrorism'' and recogoni zed Israel's right

to exist. Now the condi tion s have been niet.
Will President-elect Bush's administration
negotiate for peace or \viii they make up ne\v
rules?
Many people believe that Ameri ca will
change the rules. of the gan1e rather than
negotiate because of domest ic Zionist pressure
and because Israel is ge0politica ll y crucial to
the U.S.
African-America11s l1ave a g1·eat deal to gain

from the success of the Palestinian struggles.
Why? Because as oppressed people tend to
have common interests a11d goals, so do their
oppressors. To the extent that one oppressed
group is victorious and their goals are advanc-

ed; we all move one step closer to victory.
I

-

!' --·.
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Fulani misses nmrk
•

Dear Editor,
In the commentary ''Spea king for
the Black Agenda ,'' [September 30,
1988, page 6}, Dr. Lenora Fulan i expressed that she could run as an independent Presidential candidate and
\\'in. Optimism must have been one
of her character traits. There is no
way that she could have gain enough
support to upset the Democratic and
Republican parties.
The media is racially biased, said
Fulani. She wa s barred from
Presidential debates. However, if the
o rganizations sponso rin g the se ·
debates let everyone who wants to
speak voice his opinion, there would
be nothing but chaos.
The media had to keep viewers interested. The focu s had to be on the
major candidates . .Presenting a ''no
name'' as a Presidential candidate
would be radical to the public's
mainstream of thought.
In th-i: electiOn ''numbers will be so
close between Dukakis and Bush that
a third candidate can tip the scales,' '
Dr. Fulani stated with high hopes.
However, she failed to realize that all

minorities would not unite and vote

for the same candidate. Most
Americans are ignorant of the issues.
They vote for their traditional party
or the media's favorite.
Dr. Fulani, I highly respect and admire your attempt. However, you
failed to be more realistic in your approach. If anyone can win the combined support of all minorities in
America, it would be t he Reverend
Jesse Jack son.
Kevin Deshields, College of Liberal
Arts

Editorial off base
Dear Editor,
In a recent editorial ['' Debate a
Bad Sign" September 30, 1988, page
4] it was stated that because neither
pres,i dential candidate, Governor
Michael Dukakis nor Vice-President
George Bush, appeared to have any
intention of addressing the problems
plaguing
African-1\merican s,
African-Americans _sho_ujd co_nsider
not casting their ballots for Dukakis

1

•..,
or Bush. Your reasons were not
logical, and you were looking at the
presidential candidacy of the opponents with your eyes f::losed.
One of your unacceptable accusations was that, by and large, AfricanAmericans who intended to vote were
jumping on the Dukakis bandwagon .
How do you know this? Did you consult the polls, or did you get your information from hearsay? And so
what if the majority of the AfricanAmerican population did side with
Dukakis? We needed a leader for this
country, and obviously, AfricanAmericans weighed the two candidates beliefs, track records and feelings for the country, and made decisions that fit their own beliefs and
priorities. _
The article was a disappointment,
and a lack of knowledge and research
was shown on your behalf. S_orry,
but yOu need to wake up and stop
dwelling on what African-Americans
cannot do and stress what AfricanAmericans can do for and with the
Afro-American community .
I-

•

Veronica G. Hegeman, College of
Liberal Arts.

Racism made in Japan
We should all sit up and paio,attention to the
growing suport for the boycott of Japanese
products. [fhe Congressional Black Caucus has
joined the Afrikan-American ·committee
against J~panese Racism and the National
Newspaper Publishers Asociation in protest-

•

ing the J aPanese commercialization of racism.

The Japanese seem to have taken it upon
themselves to make a mockery of AfricanAmericans, and its even more insulting because
its coming from p~ople who should know
better.
Japanese Prime Minister Nakasone has

'

made statements that African-AmeriCans are

•
•

lowering intellegence levels in the U.S .. Michio
Watanabe, leader of the liberal party, has said
that African-Americans are dead beats, because we can run .up enormous credit card
debts and file for bankruptcy: And Japanese
department stores feature mannequins with
ridiculously exagerrated features that lampoon
ours.
;

We can only shake our heads and wonder
why we spend so much of our ·money on
Japanese products. These people have demonstrated nd sensitivity to the impact that racist
attitudes like these have on us as a race.
Is it really too much to ask !,hat they respect
us .as viable and functional members of the
human race? Not too long ago, the Japanese

themselves were the victims of discrimination

and persecution . But sadly, the y seem to have
forgotten as they become stronger.
We cannot allow our dignity and self-esteem
as a people to be undermined by our desire for
Japanese made products . A boycott will go a
long way towards calling Japanese leaders' attention to the fact that we will not tolerate their
positions toward our people_
. Attitudes such as those of the Japanese are
interfering with our progress economically and
professionally. If these are the attitudes of the
Japanese leaders, what message is being sent
to the millions of Japanese people who look
to them for leadership?
Why is it that the Japanese cannot take the
African-American community seriously? As a
community, we generate over $200 billion dollars a year and a large chunk of this money
goes into Japanese pockets. So 'vhat should
we do?
If we are truly concerned about the attitudes '
of the Japanese, we should contact the leaders of the boycott and participate fully in their
protest. They have set a goal of 50,000 signatures for their petition, and the entire
Howard community should solidly support
their efforts.
We cannot survive as a race if we continue
to economically support those whose attitudes
are detrimental to us. Make an investment in
our future and don't lJIJy Japanese products
this Christmas.

'
·,
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, Follow the leaders
Manning Marable
The 1988 presidential campaign
elevated two candidates who failed
miserably to display any leadership
capacity or· ablility to articulate the
material and social interests of
millions of working Americans.
SimiJar.Jy, within black Americil,
there exists a type of leadership crisis.
To be sure, Jesse Jackson and the late
Harold Washin£t on, exhibited a
capacity to mobilize the masses with
a progressive public policy agenda
and inspired -thousands to care deeply about getting involved in politics.
But one cannot! say the same for
the bulk of the bla1k elected officials,
civil rights spokespersons and others
who are proje_tted in the media as
token representatjves of the black
community.
More seriously,1 we are not approaching the problem of leadership
as a challenge ·o f development.
Leaders are not born, they are made.;
Martin Luther King did not become
a leader solely due to his individual
and innate abilities, but rather
because of institutional and group
factors which c reated the propef:i environment , which could produce a
person with such leadership qualities.
If we are truly serious about the
challenge of building black political
power in the 1990's , we must be
equally serious about cultivating neY•
leaders who have the capacit;· to initiate new organizations, which advance our economic , po litical,
cultural and social objectives.
As the results of the recent election
make clear, blacks canno t look to the

Democratic Party to sho"' the way
for our own interests .
What is a leader? A leader is
basically an individual who has very
strong views or opinions, who seeks
to realize these views in modifying the
behavior or activity of others within
society .
History shows repeatedly that
leaders are not born, they are made
by soCial conditions. Leadership isn't
absolute, but a relative quality. In
other words, no person is, or is not,
a leader. All of us have the capacity
to develop our abilities to become
leaders. Leadership is therefore a
capacity which can be learned,
cultivated and expanded upon.
From the perspective of black
hi story, there have been many
leaders , women and men of talent
a nd ability, who displayed the capacity to motivate millions of our 'people
to struggle for social justi ce,
economic and political rights.
But if we study the careers of individuals such as W .E .B. DuBois,
Marcus Garvey , Martin Luther King,
Ida B. Wells, Malcolm X, and others,
one finds a number of common
traits.
Black leaders have usually been individuals who know the value of
lo ng-term political relationships over
one shot deals. Anyone can make a
political agreement which &ives one
a temporary advantage over someone
else. One can also see this in the corporate world today, in which
businesses foul the air and poison the
waters with wastes, because in the
short run, it is pro fitable to do so.
But effective leadership means taking the long view. The one shot approach creates superficial advantages
for the minority, but can produce
disaster for the majority. The long
view implies a mature political

,,

J

perspective, which takes into account
the totality.of society. This may mean
short-term sacrifices have to be made
in order to achieve long term gains .
A real leader learns that he should
never bum a bridge, because he might
have to cross back over it one day .
One common characteristic of those
who occupy influential positions
within the black movement is a ~
tendency towards pettiness and attacking one's opponent without
presenting constructive and re3.listic
alternatives.
Real leadership means an approach
towards negotiations with one's opponents which transcends immediate
concerns. This also implies the
development of an agenda which advances one's group interests, which
informs negotiations. It 's crucial to
express disagreements, yet to retain
a degree of mutual respect and communications with all types of
constituencies.
Successful black politi cal leaders
have always understood that one
can't hit a tafget never set. If one
ai_m s for un c h~llenging objectives,
)
then he doesn't learn the capacity for
•
leadership .
Setting ambitious targets and objectives which are practical yet visionary, which are set just beyond
our current capacity, cultivates a
determination and sp iri t for the early l 900's, was not a successful dividuals. To wield decisive inachievement.
leader solely because he was ar- fluence, you must build a strong
Great black leaders realize that in ticulate . Garvey's leadership was bas- organization.
solidarity there is strength. A leader ed in solidarity of black people within
And finally black leaders undersis not powerful because he or she is his organization, the Universal Negro tand that freedom is indivisible. One
cannot be free alone . Freedom is colarticulate or passionate in rhetoric. A Improvement Association.
King's leadership was reinforced lective, not individual . No single
leader' s vital strength comes directly
from close ties and extensive contacts and magnified by the activism of the black woman or man can be free,
within his or her constituency.
Southern C hristian Leadership · unless all of us achieve political
Leaders are powerful because of Conference.
respect and economic equality.
the active struggle for empowerment
Black leaders who have achieved
The most important challenge for
based within their group. Marcus greatness comprehended that power black American politics in the 1990' s
Garvey, the great black nationalist of is exercised by groups, not by in- is the cultivation and development of

-

-·

•
•

'

•

a new generation of leaders, in
business, politics, the church, labor
unions and in all vocations. We cannot gain power, much less full equality, unless we nurture leaders whose
values and philosophy advance our
interests.
•

' Manning Marable is chairpeeyon
Dr.

of the Department of Black Studies at
Ohio State University.

Big butts for small minds
Todd Shaw
The writing on the· wall, particularly as posted upon Douglass H all,
alreWindicates a diffuse, but rising
sense of black consciousness among
Howf,U'd students.
Yet, it would indeed be a tragedy
if progressive Howard students fail to
read and understand the dynamics
tied to the dimension of gender, as
they search for the deeper meanings
underlying race and class. As Ralph
Ellison amusingly reminds us, there
may be as much of an ''ass struggle''
within African-America as there is a
''class struggle." And it too is
shameful .

Specifically, I refer to the 10/ 21 / 88
edition of The Hilltop that carried the
advertisement for the ''Phat Booty
Contest.'' I am sure that many
Hilltop readers, especially sistf'rs, are
as sick of this trite and pathetic exploitation of the African woman's
body as I am. Or am I assuming?
This ''Phat Boo'ty'' phenomenon
1has been inflicting sisters' sensibilities
and miseducating many men, at least.

News we can't use
•

I was surprised and elated to pick
" up a copy of the Wall Street Journal
l'\St week and find that one of our
very ow'n Howard students had written an article which graced its fro nt
page . Entitled ''Black Colleges Turn
Increasingly White In a Fight to Survive,'' I felt that it might even raise
my level of consciousness. However,
after reading the a r\ic le I was highly
disappointed .

I'd like you.to realize that there are
a number of students at apy given
college who will have a limited
capacity to achieve academic success,
and that these type of student s certainly represent a minority of those
who attend our predominately black
colleges and universities.
In addition, the need or desire to
attend black schools is motivated by
the fact that it is an opportunity to
earn a unique education, not by the
desire to be segregated. Think of the
extraordinary library collections, the
dedicated and genuinely concerned
professors who teach truisms about

The article pointed out that many

the black race and the world, and the

William C. Thomas

black colleges have been faced with
decreased black enrollment and increased white enrollment, a well
known, yet still alarming fact.
The article further admits that the
shift has aroused feelings o f bitterness among black st ud ents.
Rightfully so I thought . As I continued to read though, the author in
my opinion inadequately attempted·
to legitimize the existance of black
dcolleges, an,d began to make the issus:
one of race. I quote, ''Over the years,
black colleges have played a 1rrucial
role, providing remedial course work
and vital encouragement to marginal
students.''
First I'd like to ask the author what
significant contribution,, if any, does
this statement make to the proliferation and/ or stability of black col1

leges? Secondly, do you feel that your
dCgree from Howard will be any less
worthy than a degree obtained from
some other college or university, or
are you the ptoduct of remedial
course work and marginal efforts?

•

thousands of intelligent and talented
black student s creating an atmosphere that is both rare and unique. · If you haven't realized the
benefits of attending a black university, why then may I ask, are you still
here?
As a journalist you must re-alize
who your audiences are, and what
your purposes are when writiq.g. Did
you even stop and think why the Wall
Street Journal was willing to accept
your story, or why they even put it
on the front page? You did little more
than to promote the long-lived
stereotypes and perceptions of the
black race among the many readers
of the Journal, that's why.
Do you think for a minute that the
ignorant will take the time to ask
themselves why black enrollment is
down, or ponder the many circumstances that are preventing AfroAmericans from attending college? In
fact, there will be some, after reading
your article, who will reduce us all to
marginal students ; obtaining

si nce the Hilltop published a
disgustingly apologetic editorial
about the contests last year.
In effect, the writer reasoned that
those women who wish to participate
in these contests were''those tfpe of
girls ' ' and all other sisters, whether
in attendance or not, should respectfu lly be left alone.
Well, my problem wi~h such a view
is t hat it very naively assumes that
this so-called fun, when taken in .
good measure, ·is harmless. This rationale sells out the intelligence,
dignit y and integrity of all
African/ black women by rationalizing that the exploitation of a few, can
be di vorced from the oppression of
many . It is akin 1to saying the rape of
Tawana Brawley or the lynching of
the Atlanta children, had no effect
upon the safety and security of all
young, black women and men. Simply put, it is stupid!
I ask why didn't or haven't sisters
and brothers organized and rallied to
insure that no other narrow-minded,
backwards person or group
perpetuates the gutter mentality
underlying ''Phat Booty," auction
block contests?
Similarly, the ''Big Beef'' contest
degrades African/ black men by portraying them as walking sperm banks

who are ready and able to shoot-out
deposits at will. The Safari Club and
other establishments who condone
such events should be picketed!
The brothers and sisters who
per'petuated these crimes1should have
their ''cards'' in the black family
revoked until they me6.d their ways!
Assata Sakkur and Angela Davis did
not bleed and struggle to see their
sisters relegated to the status of walking tissues and glands. Medgar Evers,
Malcolm X and Fred Hampton .did
not die to see their brothers lowered
to pieces of meat in the butcher's window . Dammit, somebody should
have been angry!
But, the problem is that not
enough sisters nor brothers were
angry. All too many people were and
still are too busy apologizing or
rationalizing.
Beyond ''Phat Bootism'' and ''Big
Beefiness,'' there is no time for
''good clean fun,'' when that full exploits and degrades Af(lc an
womanhood or twists and diStorts
Africa~ manhood by mimickirig, of
all thin&~ . Eurocentric eroticism.
We must redefirie and revere our
womanhood and manhood ; not put
them up for sale as slave owners sold
the dignity of our ancestors no less
than 125 years ago .

Instead, I advocate stroo.g, resilient
images of Women and men who
respect themselves, their bodies and
each other as equal partners in our
people's struggle.
I demand that all sisters stand up
and organize with conscious brothers
against such evils as sexist leaderS:hip
and notions upon 'campu:S and in
society, in addition to rape and sexual bias in ~the classroom · and
workplace.

I demand that ail brothers stand up
and organize with conscious sisters
against such evils as emasculating
black men in films and television, entrapping black men in Prisons and the
vanishing presence of black men in
higher education.
.
I demand black women and men
realize the mutual understandifi-g and
compassion we must foster in order
to save the black family from an everimpending doom.
Finally, I strongly declare that the
next time any individual or organization dares to mar the image of
African
womanhood
and/or
manhood, outrage must be expressed in a form louder than printed
words .

Todd Shaw is a 1987 Howard
graduate.

Are we still number one?
D. Malcolm Carson
It cannot be doubted that since'
its founding more than 120 years •
ago, Howard University has
·played a major role in the life and
history of Afrikan peoples living
here in a place called America.
From the W .E.B. DuB ois
debate over the direction of
Afrikan education which resulted
in the words on Howard's official
, seal, Truth (DuBois) and Utility ·
(Washington), to the Harl.em
Renaissance when Alain Locke,

head of the Philosophy department, proclaimed that a ''New
Negro'' had arrived who exalted
and celebrated his or her Afrikan
heritage.
The landmark legal victories
which have obliterated almost all
forms of officially recognized
racism were won for the most part
by Howard Law faculty and alumni. It waS, in fact, .a former
remedial educations. And I know, at
the very least, that Howard University 'is a damn good s~hool.
The many of us who are just in acquiring a quality education at
predominantly black colleges and
universities can do withOut the bad
press.

William C. Thomas is a 4th year Ac·
counting mqjor in the School of
Business and Public Administration.

-•

Howard student, Kwame Toure
(Stokely Carmichael), who launched the Black Power Movement
which is still reverberating around
the Afrikan world. Some of the
greatest leaders on the continent,
such as George Padmore and
Kwame Nkrumah, have also pass-

ed through the halls of this great
university.
However, Howard has also
been often criticized as being irrelevant, catering to the elite class
of Afrikans, training its students
to become foot-shuffling Uncle
Tom Negroes and generally failing
to achieve an Afro-centric orientation . The question then
becomes: Where does Howard truly stand? On the side of the oppressed, or on the side of the
oppressors?
It can be safely said that the
Universit1y does sometimes at least
pay ''lip service'' to the idea that
it should play a part in the struggles of Afrikan peoples.
A statement by James E .
C heek, Howard University presi-

•

.,

•

1

dent, in 1986 pointed out the fact
that 1 'Those who believe that
Howard ls Mlssion and role ... can
now be detached from our People's struggle are either misinformed, uninformed, disinterested or
uninterested,'' and that ''such persons love in a world that does not
now exist and a world which may .
never exist if this institution were
to become just another center of
higher learning on the American
scene.'' President Cheek goes on
to define Howard as ''an institution for the liberation of a people
and the redemption of a nation .''
Unfortunately this ideal is not

•

•'

..

•

\
•

always translated into reality. The
statement itself came from a man
who endorsed the candidacy of ·

George Bush for the U.S .
Presidency. Currently there is a
ranking member of the . South
African-backed terrorist afmy,
RENAMO, in the university's
faculty, teaching South African
studies.
The)..curriculum is oriented in
such a way as to insure that the
average student knows far more
about Greek culture and thought,
than they do about their own
beautiful Afrikan culture and
thought by the time they graduate.
Violence between Howard
students and the community in
which it is situated, erupts seemingly on a daily basis . Gfeek
frivolities draw crowds into the
thousands, while important Afro·

cent ric
speakers
warrant
classrooms. These are just a few
of the many examples which illustrate the lack of Afro-centric
consciousness and vision prevalent
throughout many aspects of the
University.
In conclusion, although
Howard has made and continues
to make great contributions to the
struggle of Afrikan people, there
is so much more that potentially
could be done. Howard has come

a long way from the days of skincolor exclusion from its frater~
naties and sororities and mandatory military service for its male
students, but the struggle to make
Howard truly ''The Mecca'' is far
from over.

D. Malcolm Carson is a sophomore
in the College of Uberal Arts.
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continued from page t

continued from page 1

budget,'' said Swaby.
''This disservice to everyone is

According to him, upon moving
here a couple·-of years ago, he had
studied the country such a great deal
that he could offer many a bit of
knowledge about the country.
''I moved here two years ago and
with all of the research I have done
throughout my life I could teach
many Americans a lot,'' he said .

caused because of our selected
representatives,'' said concerned student, Simone Gittens, :
1
'While our elected representatives
aren't doirig their jobs, other
dedicated and committed students
could have filled the positions to help
make progress instead of regressing.''
she added.
I
To alleviate these problems, some
believe the representatives should be
more closely regulated by the administration, suggested Darryl
A!lderson. . Yet, senior political
science ffi!:iJOr,
Tony Smith, believes the" representatives should be held ' 'accountable''

continued from

pa~e

1

because they wanted the rail}' to have
a different tone, a tone mqre focused on the younger students at
Howard .
' 'We wanted ?- younger person 's
perspective,' ' sl.id Graham . ''Because
so many young ladies and young men
are being killed and the number of
black men in college is declining, we
wanted to ·s how others that yourig
pedple are doing positive things, " lie
said.
The third-year HUSA member said
that Drew residents will be respo11sible for raising and lowering the flag
everyday. The flag was purchased
from the National Capitol Flag Company, located in Alexandria , Va ..
According to Graham , D re w
residents volunteered perft1r1n the
task.
He said that the idea to replace the

1

RESEARCH PAPERS
11,278 to choose f"Om-all subfects

Ot<Mr C•1•k>g Tod •, w•t~ Visa/MC or COD

80(1-351-0222
... r:..

L rll"

11112131• 77 -8226

BS/MD .

Or, fU5h $2.00 10· Rese•rch A••lsllrn::e
11322 l<laho Ave. 12Q&S ~ . Los Angeles, CA 90025
Cus1om research also available- all levels
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stu~ent , "

said Sterling M . Lloyd ,
assistant dean for Student Affairs at
Howard' s medical school . ·
In fact, according to Lloyd, only
a small percentage of BS/ MD
students were adimitted i11to the
medical school last year. Lloyd add ed that, although BS/ MD students
are as capable o f comple.ting medical
sc hool a s the other studen ts,
Howard' s Medical School is very
selective and has no quota o f the
number of BS/ MD stude11t s it
admits.
If accepted into medical school,
BS/ MD students, like traditional
students, mu st success ful! )' complete
four years of required course.s i11
order to be awarded the f\10 deg ree.
According to Abok o -Co le,
BS/MD students have traditionally
done well in medical school.
''The majority of them are in the
top ten percent o f their class,· · sl1e

iN Tlf E
HillTop!
TltE

dEAdliNE
is FRi by
'
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continued from page 2

ti on major, said she also f:eels that the
lab is vital to the#course.
''This is a computer class and, of
course, we need the theory, but it is
also necessary to have hands-on experience with the computer itself,"
she said. ''I've gotten ·a better·

Czechs

Flag

obligations by showing up to the
meetings then theY should be removed,'' said Smith.
''I'm starting to wonder if people
are getting these positions just to
make tpeir resumes look good and
not fO help and serve the students. If
they can't follow through, then they
shouldn't have the position
anymore," added Swaby.

Tolll•<'f"

Computers

I

f-Or their actions.
"If they're not full filling their

~iOI

''This university_gives a student
more than an education, I would love
to see my grandchildren attend in the
future," Adams said. ''With the
many facilities it has to offer it is a
microcosm for black develq_pment. ''
But in the meantime, -Adams said
that for now, his plans are to keep
doing his job and to continue being
a part of the Howard family.
''I love my job and the environment is very pleasant,'' he said. ''I
don't plan to go anywhere."

Adams currently resides in the
district with his wife. His only other
family living in the States is a brother
who works for the government here
in the city.
However, if Adams' dreams come
true, there will soon be more of his
family here with him.
He hopes that as an university
employee, he can live to see the day
when his grandchildren will attend
the university through the benefits
employees are given from the
university.
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flag came about after the flaS was
rai sed during the rally for the commemoration of the assassination of
continued from page 3
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr , held in
front of Douglass Hall on April 4 of
last year. Graham said that he, and
Powell drew his third foul with onthen HUSA president, Fritz Jean,
ly four seconds gone in the second
discussed the idea and made plans to
o btain a flag.
half; but not before scoring to make
Gf3:ham said that he's glad that he it 38-36, Bison.
and Jean followed through with their
Jelinek added a dunk after a
plans a11d th.at, for him, the flag will
stand as daily reminder of why he bobbled Howard offensive attempt.
Sibal tied it up 38-38, but Howard
came to Howard. •
''I think that it \\'Ould be better if, gained momentum with timely
after I had a hard class that made ine baskets from Holloman and Bynum
wonder what all of this is for, I could and a free throw from Smith.
look up and see the flag aild
Sibal picked up his fourth foul at
remember it as a symbol of
the 17:20 mark oind t·he Blson began
strength," he said.
;
to pick up the pace, establishing a
' ' l think it's a good idea,'' said An- 43 -38 lead.
na Crooms, a senior computer inforDodson redeemed himself for an
n1 ation systems major . ' ' Why not
really show our support for the earlier missed ''alley oop'' attempt,
cause?' ' she asked. '' Vv·e fly the stars by connecting with an airborne
and stripes . Wh y ilOt have the black Owens for a thunderous slam,
flag on the yard where everyone can
Howard had their biggest lead of
see it. ' '
.the game after a hot shooting Skip
said. ' ' And we have twice had a
BS! MD student fini sh tops in the
graduating class .' '
Orie such student is Dr. Jacquelyn
Brewer Dilworth MD, who was ranked first in her 1985 graduating class.
'' It (the BS/ tvlD program) was a
very rigorous program," she said. ''I
was able to do well in medical school
because of the preparation I got from
Liberal Arts courses and because I
received excellent guidance from Dr.
Aboko-Cole. ' '
Dilworth's husba11d , Dr. Duane A.
Dil\vorth, is also a Howard graduate.
He is a product of the Bachelor of
Science/ Doctor of Dental Surgery
(BS/ DDS) program, the BS/ MD's
sister program . The Dilworths reside
irt St. Louis, where Jacquelyn is a
dermatology resident at Barnes
Hospital and Duane has his own
pri \ ate practice.
Acc ording to Aboko -Cole ,
Ho" 'ard 's accelerated medical educational programs turn out many successf ul graduate s s uch as the
Di\\vorths .
'''}}reprograms present a challenge
and Ji)u must be willing to work
hard ,ttlbut in the end there's fulfill 1ne11t , ,. she said
1

Bynum hit the second of his threepointers making the lead 51-38.
Howard turned up the heat on the
Czechoslovakians with a series of
great defensive plays by Bynum,
Mason and Owens. They led 56-44
when freshman Nykee McCoy
entered the game replacing
Holloman .
With 9:54 remaining in the game,
the first of two players for
Czec}\oslovakia fouled out and
Howard led 67-51 . The Bison scored
on a Czech pass inside, stolen by Riddick, and a Mason steal inside, which
resulted in a Powell dunk.

understanding of the computer (and)
I really enjoy it,'' said Reed .
Carla Wright, a senior broadcast
production major, said that she, too,
is happy that the lab has finally been
set up .
''The lab is much better than sitting in class,'' she said. '' It gives me
a chance to actually get hands-on experience.''
According to Nicholson, the lab
was conceptualized almost two years
ago, with extensive lobbying being
done on the part of Dr. Marjay
Anderson, chairman of the Comprehensive Sciences Program.

''The lab does not provide a f"111y
optimal situation," AJlen said, referring to some instances still where
every student still doesn't have his
own station.

Debose

The game ended with an exchange
of bask.ets. A three-pointer from
Czech Peter Czudek, which was
answered by a Riddick basket from
outside, making the final score 78-63 .

''At fir st when I got here, there
was a little criticism about-my height.
But when you win, criticism falls off
and they look at the positive points
and not the negative. So as long as
_we're winning and breaking records,
they're going to think of me as a big
guy," said the confident field
general .
Now Debose will be remembered
as one of the instrumental playcis
who transformed a formerly losing
Howard footbal l program into one of ·
the more formidab le in the MEAC
and Division I-AA.
He believes the transformation in
Howard football came about by
''keeping people eligible."
.
In the past, Howard football
players flunked out of the university
10 a year or two.
''We kept some upper classmen
who could show the younger guys
how to make it here at Howard,"
recalled Debose.
Following his graduatioq, the consumer economics majdr looks toward
a bright future .
' 'My main goal is to get my education and I really had my eyes set on
playing another level of football. If
that doesn't come true , I'll c9me
back to sc hool and finish,'' said
Debose .
One thing is Certain. No one will
forget the playing days ,and accompli s hments of ''the Little
c;encral .''

--------------------------.. - --·
Using Killings and Scott to get to
the nine-yard line, Debose picked up
three more before Scott rumbled into the end zone with 10:42 left to
·play.
continued from page 3
Mossop' s kick was no good and
Howard lead 35· 7.
Morgan took over on the 49 but
ing in the half.
Mossop's kick was good and was stymied at the 32 until a personal
fo11l penalty against Howard gave
Howard lead 23-7 at the half.
Hallon kicked off for the Bears to them 15 needed yards to the 17.
A quarterback change for the
begin the third quarter and Clint
Ramsey (33) returned the ball from Bears may ha've been the key and at
the 31 -yard line to the end zone, com- the 5:48 mark of the period Morgan
pleting a 69 yard run.
r was fir st and ten on the 11 .
With only 15 seconds expired in the
quarter Howard scored again. A bad
A quarterback handoff at 5: 14
snap caused Mossop's extra-point from ten yards out was the final score
kick to be no good and the score was o f the day as the two-point converJioward 29, Morgan S~ate 7.
sion attempt \vas unsuccessful. The
They attempted a 33-yard field Bison went on to win 35-13 .
Howard gained 359 yards of total
goal but missed the mark with 8: 11
left. Both teams stagnated after that
and the"quarter ended with Howard offense; 277 "'ere gain ed ~on the
ground . There were three intercepstill leading 29-7.
Taking over on the 40, first and tion s and th ree quarterback sacks.
Debose \Vas 5 of 11 for 76 yard s
ten, Debose made up~.or an. illegal
procedure call and - , . incomplete and Do11ald Carr was l of 2 for six .
pass to Derrick Faisori' y runnihg 2 I Jimmie Johnson lead all receivers
with 3 catches for 64 yard,s .
yards on third and one on the 49 .

Bears
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Excited about the practical experiences her students can now
receive, Allen still expressed concern
about the future of computer
facilities on campus.

Powell returned to the spotlight_
after Mason's flavorful underhand
feed allowed for a layup making it

•
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International
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Arafat: Palestine for Palestinians

SYRl

Calls for return .of occupied territories at PNC meeting

'

"
,•

•

,

•
T~e PNC also approved a declara-

By Ona Alston
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

The formation ·of a Palestinian
state in the Israeli-occupied territories
of the West Bank, Gaza Strip and

JORDAN

East Jerusalem will not be without
comprom 1se.

At a recent meeting of the Palestinian National Council (PNC), which
is the government-in-exile for the
Palestininan peop le, Pal estine

•

. ....

Beersheba

Liberation Organization (PLO)

"·. ...

chairman, Yasser Arafat, annou11ced

•
SINAI

PENIN~ULA

the formation of a Palestinian state,
denounced PLO use of ''terrori sm''
and recognized United Nations
resolutions 242 and 338 .

•

••

•

•

I

The 480-delegate PNC nlet in

,4

Algiers and amid heated back -room
discussions between the various
Palestinian factions, reached a concensus to recognize U.N. resolution
242 which recognizes the right of a ll
natio.ns in the region to ~xist, including Israel; resolution 338
reiterates this principle.
Thi policy statement calls for ''the
convening of an effective international conference under the auspices
of the United Nations with the participation of all parties involved in the
conflict,
including
the PLO , on equal
.
..
f oot1ng ....

(EGYPTI

SAUDI

0
0

•

~ • 1sraeh occupied territory

•

Overseas employers cite experi~nce
as prerequsite for foreign jobs
By Jennifer Sumler
Hi!11op Scaff Reporter

...

....
'

According to the Bureau of Labor
·statistics, rhe federal go\•ernment is
the largest employer of Americans
overseas .
Preparation for a career in interna1ionaJ affairs varies greatly;
however, the one thing a ll employers ,
look for is experience.
''No B.S.(bachelor of science)
Clegrce will do it,"~aid Dr. Elizabeth
Brabble, chairwoman of the interna•
tional sttidies program at Howard's
School of Ht1mar1 Ecology,"You
must have a master's degree or above
and you r11L1st have th ree to five years
of cxperie11ce living abroad to be con- ·
sidered for a job."
.
Brabble said stL1de nr s can get experience in t\\'O ways:
by \'Olun1eering for the Peace Corps
01 particiJ)ating iii an exchange or
work -study /)rogram like Operations
Crossroads .
The Burea l1 of Labor Statistics
said, hO'>.'evcr, that federal salaries
ar~ ofte11 lower than those in the
private sector.
They said tl1at while Americans
working overseas \Vith private con1panies a11d inter11ational organizatio11s are exempt from federal taxation 011 a large portion of their
salaries, federa l emp loyees abroad
must pay their taxes.

The federal government adheres to
clearly defined standards when hiring, promoting and paying its
employees.

Entry level workers are admi nistrative officers who manage the
support operations of the embassy-budget and fi scal personnel, secl1rity, communications and general
services.
.Consulate officials interact \Vith
the public frequently. They grant
visas, issue passports and answer
questions about U.S. citizenship.
They also provide emergen cy
assistance to Americahs traveling
overseas.
U.S. commercial in1erests i11
foreign cou nt ries are handled by
economic and con1mercial officers.
They gat her and interpret infor111ation to assist U.S. businesses in gain ing access to foreign markets.
Parker said that ta\.... is a career
with internation al di1nen sions.
Careers in trade rcg11lation, co rporate
law, customs law and foreign invest ment are open on an internation al
sphere.
Brabble sa id that prerequisites for
jobs vary. The skil l that a person
wants to build on wi ll determi11e the
education they seek.
''People in develOping countries
seek out people with high credentials
to teach them. They want people they
can trust to give them the knowledge
they need to devel6p,"Brabble said.
She added that anyone who is in terested in going into the forieg11 service m ust keep this in· mind and li ve
up to the expectation.

Brenda Parker , an information
speciali.;,with the D .C. government,
said thcit careers in international
business range from banking and
finance to international trade .
She said that export trading companies and international management
~o~s~lting '.irms ,are eagerly seeki ng
1nd1v1duals interested in international
business.
''This is especially true today
beca11se o f t/1e hu ge trade
deficit,''said Parker.
The nation's foriegn affairs are
pri ncipally handled by the Department of State, the Department of
Defense, the Agency for International Development and the United
States Information Agency .
The Department of Agriculture
and the Department of Commerce
each maintains a small corps of
foreign serv ice professionals who
serve in overseas missions .
Diplomatic affairs of the United
States. are primari ly handled by the
Department of State. Approximately 4,000 foreign service officers are
stationed in' 230 embassies and consulates around Che world.

tion Qn terrorism Which said, ''The
Palestinian National C,o uncil rejects
terrorism of every kind, includi ng
state lerrorism .... ''
At the close of the conference,
Arafat announced the existence of a
Palestinian state in the West Bank
and Gaza Strip. He said, '' In the
name of God, in the name of the
Pales1inian people and in the name of
the Arab people, the Palestinian National Council announces the existence of the Palestinian State.
Palestine is for the Palestinians
everywhere.''

l n1plicit in tl1e PLO annot1nceme11ts is that Israel must give
back the occupied territories, as is
called for in the two U.N. resolutio11s , and that the PLO recognition
of Isreal.

News Analysis
· A~cordi~g to James Zagby, ex·
ecutive d1recfllr of the ArabAmerican l11stitl1te and chief policy
advisor 011 the Middle East to the
1988 Jesse Jackso11 campaign, what
these developments really mean is
that the PI~ O is \villing to sit do\vn
to the negotiating ·tab le and talk.
In tl1e pas1, the United States has
exc luded the PLO from Middle East
peace talks osiensibly, because the
PLO \\1 0uld not re11ounce terror ism
and recognize lsreal's right to exist.
Now both of those conditions have
been met. HO\\'ever, the U11ited States
has. rej ected t he Palestinian state,
·callin g t l1e P LO dec lar a tion
''t1ni latcral .''

Zagby noted the extreme domestic
2: ic:>nist pressure all government off~c1~ls face to favor Israel in international negotiations.
Another obstacle to peace and
Palestinian statehood is the recently
elected right-wing leader of the Israeli
Likud party, Yitzak Shamir, who
said that Israel ''will reject any attempts to create a new situation in the
regio n .•'

not join the military. Most social progra~s are contingent upon military .
service.
These conditions sparked the
passage of a U.N. resolution which equated the philosphy of Zionism
with racism in 1975 .

~agby explained that the PNC,
which was form.ed in 1964, is the
most representative organization of
the Palestininian diaspora and when
Zagby said that the compromise ... people refer ~o the PLO they are
t~ePaleStinians have.made in accep- usuall~ referring to the Executive
ting the two U.N. resolutions is Council of the PNC .
''enormous.'' HC said thaf:_Inany people who were expelled frorn ,their land
The PNC is a parliament consisting
had been. there for generation upon of all the major political groupings of ·
generation and they are, now reli- Palestinians, as well as the general
qu ishing 'their historical ·right to unions--like the General Union o·f r
return home. .
-'·
Palestinian Students and the General
''Palestine is now a st8.te·· under Union of Palestinian Women . Each
military occupation like N<i.fltbia," group is alloted seats based upon the
size of its membership . Important inhe said .
dependent individuals are also given
Isreal was settled by Europeans seats in the PNC.
practicing Judaism after World War
The PNC elects a central commit:.
IL In 1947, the U.N. passed resolu- tee of 55 members and the central
tion 181 which called for the partition committee in t urn, elects an executive
of Palestine into a Jewish and Arab committee and the executiye commitstate . Previously it had been a British tee elects a chairman . Arafat waS ' protectorate.
elected chairman in 1968 and he has
The Palestinians, Zagby explained, been consistently re-elected since.
rejected the resolutio n on the same
The executive co mmittee adpremise that American Indians reject m inisters the various entities of the
the
notion that
Europeans PNC around the world . For example,
'' discovered'' North America--one they establish and manage light
cannot discover someone else's land . manufacturing in refugee camps,
they administer a martyrs' fund
Israel formally became a state in which assures that the orphans and
1948, the same year apartheid became widows of anyone who died resisting
law in South Africa . During the set- zionist aggressio n are cared for and
tlement process there had been mass they open and establish diplomatic
expulsions of Arabs and when Israel missions around the world.
became a state it bulldozed at least
The PLO has a U.N. mission in
483 Palestinian villages.
· N~w York which congress recently
.,
' . Palestinians Jiving in Israel liW: in tried to shut down. It is sti ll open,
separate areas . They cannot Ii.Ye or however, because closure would be a
even sleep overnight in.Jewish a.leas. violation of internatiotial Jaw and
Jews cannot legally sell or rent land treaty obligations on the part of the
to Palestinians and P alestiniins can- U.S.
.
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The Pan Masters steelbond, all of whom 'ore Howard University st~n~ftd alumni, will be perform-

ing at this year's Christmas in f he Caribbean celebration'. Ttie ~vent, :.i 'ponsored by the Caribbean
Students Association, will be held on Dec. 8 at. 7:30, in .the : Bl~~burn'~.tenter
~ollroom.
.

.

•

International students
.
exchange ·ideas
'

students," said Valerie Brown, a
' human ecology major from
1-iilltop Staff Reporter
Jamaica. ''There should be forums to
share ideas. I would like to see a
The Howard University student situation where people can share
body contains a great deal of cultural ideas about their culture and raise
diversity as an average of 400 their level of aWareness."
students come to Howard each year
from over 100 Count.ries . .Currently,
· there are approximately 2,000 interThere are a number of organizanational students at Howard.
tions at Howard to address the needs
of international students. The Office
How do some of these students feel
of International Student Services is
about Howard? Mo st are very one such organization. Located in the
positive. ''The professors care about Blackburn Center, the office provides
students, they really want them to a variety of services from counseling,
succeed," said C arlene C hin, a
help with immigration problems and
transfer student from Jamaica .
financial aid, according to Barry
Bern, the office's director.

By Jonathan Reed
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The lo.west student and youth 1nternat1onal air fares
Scheduled airline tickets and Charters
Eurallpasses issued On the spot
International student , youth. and teacher 1.0. cards
Youth hostel passes
Information on study abroad , work abroad. and
international voluntary service!

'' I like the environment,'' stated
Abdourahmane Diagne, an engineering major from Dakar . ''I've learned a lot about Afro-Americans. I
would like to learn more about international students as well. I think ·it' s
necessary for us to organize meetings
of all students to learn about our kinship,' ' he said.

-

'

1210 Potomac Street, NW
Washingtoni•• D. C. 20007

Classes forming now for January &
February exams call for details!

•

. Hours: Monday-Friday
10 am-6 pm.

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS• WEEl<ENDS

ZOZ·J
' - - A Tt•-1 DIYhton of IM
' .,,• • .'lo

<Ir< ·.•·:·.~ l't. ~1-

•

770-3444

244-1456

co..ncM on......,_.,__, •d•c.Uwt •act..,... _~

'$-l·f'" ""v-'·>•) / I .

_.....,

Howard also has international and
domestic exchange programs with
over 100 colleges and universities .
H owever, few students participate in
the programs. Approximately l S
students are currently involved in
domestic exchange programs and only five students in international .~ tudy,
according to Bern.

Whit• fllnl M•ll, 3rd Aoor

4201 Conne-cllcul Av•., N.W.

Some students feel that a stigma i~
sometimes attached to international
students, due to negative portrayals
in the media. They also emptlasize the
need for periodic meetings of the stu-

The Office of International Stu- '
dent Services is holding a Study
Abroad Fair on November 29, to
dent body.
provide students with information "
about the exchange programs offered
''I think thai there is a 1ack of at Howard . An International Day is
knowledge on the part of American currently bein¥, planned. for next
st udents
abou.t
ipierp~ti<;>y.,'~ ~ ~s;~te~.f1·:':e~lf ,P~?\W~,.~"" .,.. · .. ~....
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Nigerian culture comes to life
By Nancy Lynn Jones
Hilltop Staff Reporter
•

Nigerian dancers and drummers

dressed in full African attire captured the audience's attention at the
National Museum of Afric:;an Art
with their mystical and spellbounding movements.
However, these performers were
not made of flesh and blood, but

rather wood and steel.
Two art exhibits focusing on the
lifestyles of the Nigerian tribe
Kalahari , have · been mesmerizing
audiences since their opening Nov .
I I.
Th_e fir st exhibit entitled,
''Ec ~oes of Kalahari: Sculpture by

I

So kari Douglas Camp,'1 recreates
the sights and sounds of traditional
Nigerian festival!>.
The second exhibit, opening
sim ultaneou sly is '' Kalabari
Ancestral Screens: Levels of Meaning,'' a showi ng of 11 rare ancestral
screens used to remember important male Kalabari ancestors.
The Kalabari people live in the
eastern Niger Delta of Nigeria .
Camp's sculptures, composed of
life-sized drummers, dancers(masqueradors) and female audience
figu res, is impressive. Many of the
figures are motorized an'd some of
the mechanical sculptures actually
perform.
At the center of the exhibition is
a 20-foot long canoe with a masqu~ra d or at the head. The
sc u1ptures are made of welded steel
and wood and dressed in African
garb.
Film footage, shot by Camp during 1he 1984 JOOth celebration of
Buguma, her hometown, is also
shown .
In her American deb,ut, Camp
recreates the sounds, movements
and colors of events she has
witnessed in her hometown . These
events include dancing in honor of
water spi rits, plays, regattas and
festiva ls.
''My work is meant to be a slight
imitation of v.'hat the masquerade
,, I '
~~'I

•

I• I.

fl"'

I· •I •'

performers do and it's meant to
st artle the viewer and ... be
hum.orous, "said Camp.

f ,.

C3mp studied in London where
she received her bachelor's degree
from the Central School of Art and
Design and her masters degree from
the Royal College of Art.
The Kalahari people, under the
leadership of men , are very
religious and believe in a African
female God. Thus, magic, religion
and mystery pulse through Camp's
sculptures.
This exhibit marks the. first showing of contemporary African art3.t
the museum since 1979. ·
''Camp' s sculpture is contempo rary African art which you never
see. Also , the crowd is part of the
s~ul pt1ure . She incorporates both
film and sculpture," said Dara
Gu·mbs, a sophomore Howard Student who visited the exhibit.
Eleven rare ancestral screens are
on view in the second exhibition.
The screens hold wooden figures
representing the most respected
Kalahari trading houses' leaders,
known as chiefs. The chiefs controlled trade between Europeans
and Africans. The screens were installed in a special room of the
trading houses.
Attached to each bamboo screen
are wooden sc ulptures of the
Kalahari leader and his fo llowers.
Many of the screens were destroyed
during a period of social upheaval
in 1915 .
'' Although a few remain in use
in Niger;a, there are only 12 screens
in the ~estern world ," said Public
Affairs Director Janice Kaplan.
Both exhibitions will run until
Jan . 29, 1989.
The National Museum of At'rican
Art, located at 950 Independence
Ave., SW, is the on ly museum in
the U.S. dedicated to the collection,
exhibition, conservation and study
of the art of sub-Saharan Africa.
For those really interested in studying African history, a visit to this Nigerian sculpture display representing the Pokia family, made of wood,
split vegetable fiber, pigment, textile and beads is an impressive sight.
museum is a necessity.

•
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Album' Review

Kalabari ancestral screens on exhibit at National Museum of African art.

Masquerader with Boot Headdress
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Cherrelle's
new album

•

CIGNA Corporation

sparkl~s
By Claude

,,

'

••

House~· orth

H illtop Staff Reporter

u

'

Janet Jackson has finally decided to wait for Jii_iimy Jam and
Terry Lewi s to produce her
follow -up to ''Control.'' The problem is that many of the .
bloc kb ~s ters she is waiting for
mayr.ha~e already ended up on the
newlC herrelle album .
The ~!bum, entitled ''Affair,"
is a ,90Jlection of songs about relatiorfshids. Cherrelle has a lot o f
talent a9-d these songs fit her style.
The first side of the album contains upbeat songs, similar to her
last album, ''High P riority." It Cherrelle's album'' Affair'' promises to be a hit with.its quality collection
begins 'with ''Looks Aren't
Everyt hing'' which is a follow up
No Cherrelle or Alexander tion team. In fact, on some of the~
to Cherrelle's previous hit, ''You
O'Neal album would be complete songs Cherrelle serves as the
Look Good To Me." It is fol lowwithout a duet with the other. The associate proaucer.
ed by '' Discreet'' which will produet, ''Keep It Inside' ' has a
Hopefully she won't use Jam
bably prove to be a hit if released
medium tempo beat and sounds a and Lewis for every album in her
as a single . (Alexander O'Neal
little bit like ' 'Never Knew Love career, but with their help she will
fa ns may recognize lines from his
Like This.'' No doubt it wili pro- do well enough to not be looked
hit of last summer, ''Criticize.")
bably be released as a single and at as an artist who is only as good
Definitely the best song on this
do very well. Other songs that as her . duets.
side is ''Affair.'' The lines are very
deserve attention are ''Crazy (For
- sim ple and the song itself isn't
Asfor Jam and Lewis, one can
Loving
You)''
and
''
Lucky."1
even three minutes long. If releas- ·
only w.ait and see what's up their
This is no doubt an exCellqnt sleeves· next or for that matter,
ed, it may be a major hit and
album that really shows off the what will wind up on the next
possib lYa crossover smash on the
talent of the artist and the produc· Janet Jackson album .
pop ct\arts.

cordially invites ALL Howard University students to take a look into · ~
·future with a leading financial service
organization. Opportunities for Liberal
Arts, Business, En.gineering, Nursing·,
Communications and other students.
Representative will be available · to
discuss a variety of employment
opportunities.
,
••

•

l

Hilltop Staff Reporter

ls James Stenbeck really coming
back to Oakdale? Will Traci AbbottCarlton ever learn the real reasons
behind Brad's disappearance'! Will
Susan Lucci ever win an Emmy for
best actress as Erica Kane.''
While many may be ' asking
themselves who these people are,
many Howard students consider
these individuals as family, friends,
and ·even fantasy lovers .
These 1>C9ple are some of ttJ.e many
heroes, herPines and villains that fill
many student's afternoons in daytime
soap operas.
Male and female .students,
although many men from Howard
will not readily admit it, have fought
like wild animals to board the shuttle bus, skipped classes and according
to manv academic advisors. schedul-

WHERE: BLACKBURN FORUM
DATE: December 1 , 1988
TIME: 5pm to 7pm

;

I

'

I
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Broadcasting and Electronic Media

'

'

1

Many H oward students have the
same opinions as to the appeal of
soaps as the students surveyed in the
summer 1987 issue of the Journal of

conducted by Austin S. Babrow.
Babrow designed a 16 point scale
that ranked - ·reasons why college
students either watched or avoided
watching soap operas. Some of these
reasons included, time considerations, quality, arousal, social interaction, realism, entertainment, sex and
romance, identity needs and emotiOnal release.
Student takes _l>reak from studies.
''I schedule my classes sb I don 't
ed their classeJ lo leave tne1r atter- miss All My Children,'' said CharliSa
'
noons ''free,'' so as not to miss their Holloway,
a junior majoring in
favorite soap .
public relations .
T he appeal of soaps has capturea
Sharon Nurse, '- 3 sophomore,
the hearts and minds of children, pro· described the addictive nature of soap
fessionals, yuppies and yes, even the operas like a math problem. ''You
college student: Howard's student have to find out what X equals. If
body is no exception.
you don't, you can't sleep."

·

•

Soap operas reason behind afternoon addiction
By Lloyd Bethel

'

The CIGNA companies are leading providers of insurance,
health care, employee benefits and financial services to
business and individuals, worldwide.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer, M/F/HN.
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Former Campus·Pal: laughing all the way to the bank
proched by Doug Selby, then presiThe young comedian is no stranger
dent
of
the
School
of
Business.
to the Howard family. In 1982,
Hilltopi Staff Reporter
"If I had bombed then, I never Frazier, w'ith the assistance of Ed
Bill Cosby, Eddie Murphy, Robert would have done it again," Frazier Love and Eric Booker, who served as
Townsend and ~inbad- the comadvisor, founded the Gentleman of
mon denominator among these four
Drew Social Club. He also served as
characters is their uncanny ability to
a Campus Pal from 1983 to 1986.
. make people laugh, sometimes even
Since Frazier made his comedic
to the point of tears.
debut in f986, he has opened for
Aspiring, young funnyrnan, Craig
various acts, including Patti La Belle,
E . Frazier, is well on his way to adJeffrey Osborne, E.U ., New Edition
ding his name to this distinguished list
and Frankie Beverly and Maze.
of comedians. The 24-year-old
According to Frazier, he is usual~
-Craig
E.
Frazier
Howard University student appeared
ly contacted by one of the producers
on the comedy scene in 1986 when he
when the tours come to Washington,
_1won the District' s local Metro Talent ·was quick to admit.
D.C. or Philadelphia.
Search Contest.
After a few local performances and
''That's fine for now," Frazier
More recently, Frazier walked the Metro Talent Search title, Frazier said. However, he hopes to soon tour
'
away with the first place national ti- took a ·couple of years off from
worldwide. With the help of his
tle and a $10,000 cash prize in the school to advance his comedic career. longtime friend and manager Ed
Miller Lite Comkdy Search.
H e has since resumed his education Love, a worldwide tour is only one
A native of Morristown , New and is a few credit hours away from option that will be available to
Jersey, Frazier began to explore his receiving his degree in marketing. Frazier. Love is also working on a
ability to make people laugh at the Frazier is capitalizing on his educa- Star Search app·earance for him.
annual Campus Pal Variety Show. tional opportunities by taking courses
When questioned about the comeHe performed his first stand-up com- in acting, which he said will assist him dians he liked, Frazier responded that
edy act at the 1986 Miss School of in characterization during his routine. he ''likes Cosby and Murphy as an
''Education is the key,'' he said. actor ... but Murphy can sometimes·
Business Pageaqt after being apget too raunchy.''
''The mistake a lot of comedians
make is that' they try to be like an Eddie Murphy or a Bill Cosby. I just try
to be myself," he said.
Frazier pointed out that he tfies to
refrain from seeing other comedians
perform because he does not want to
be tempted to imitate. However ,
'' The biggest compliment is for so·
meone to use your material, '' he said .
''Everybody steals material,''
Frazier said. ''[But]I try to come up
with fresh, new material.''
Frazier said that often when he is
driving, ''different things pop up in
my head ."
''The key is being able to have your
I
'
material suit your crowd," he said,
to which he attributes much of his
success.
•
Many may recall that during
homecoming, Frazier brought the
house down in Cramton Auditor\.um
~ . with his rendition of ''The in•
•
dyman Can'' entitled ''The P tic
\
•
Bag Can," while sporting the 1 est
i
I
d
•
I
in plastic bags. Frazier said th . he
used the Homecoming Variety Show
•
"
'
to polish his material for the Miller
Lite Comedy Search Final .
Two days after t1i s homecoming
Craig Fro1ier- ond Redd Foxx clown at the Miller Lite comedy contest.
Kimberly M. Esmond

"The bottom line is
that you've got to sell
yourself''

'u

,

I

"

,,••

\

t

Craig prepares the audience•.•
performance
at
Cram ton
Auditorium, Frazier was in Los
Angeles just moments away from his
first place title.. Before Frazier could
go on to the national competition, he
had to compete and win locally in
Philadelphia, where he took home a
$500 cash prize and the local title.
The National competition was
''the culmination of loca'.1 cOmpetitions highlighting up-and-coming
biaCk comedians in Atlanta, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Detroi~ and Los
Angeles,'' said Larry E. Calhoun,
spokesperson for the Miller ' Lite
Comedy Search.
''Craig did a wonderful job. He
was super," Calhoun said.
''Comedy is pretty hot now. It
[Comedy Search] is a vehicle to ex·
pose young, aspiring comedians to
receive local and national publicity
that they otherwise could not
recCive," he said.
c The panel of judges for the competition was celebrity-filled, including
Sinbad, Sheryl Lee Ralph , Redd
Foxx, Esther Rolle and Vanessa Bell,
to name a few.
Frazier .is still in the process of
spending his grand prize money and
will invest a great deal.
'' I am a business-minded man

· MOVIE
DIRECTORY

first,'' said the. young entrepreneur,
who one day plans to to open an
African-American comedy club in
D.C. as a showplace for young
comedians.
While Frazi'r awaits big commer·
cial Cn~agements, he is continuing his
education and advancing his own
business, Custom Car Kits Inc., of
which he is an executive officer. The
business is still in its beginning stages.
He also expects to do a commercial
or two, some promotional work for
Miller and possibly an appearance on
Robert Townsend's next HBO
special.
He may be doing some voice·over
work for Miller and working with
Redd Foxx, Calhoun said, refraining
from expounding on any definite
plans for Frazier.
''He is so talented that l am sure
that he will be doing something with
Miller Brewing at a later date,"
Calhoun said.
''I think there is so;;nuch untapped
talent at Howard that it is
unbelievable. If you'.re good and you
know you're good you've got to sh'.ow
it,'' Frazier said.
'
''People say I'm conceited,'' he
· said,''I'm convinced ... the bottom
line is that you've got to sell
yourself.''

AMC Ullio• Stlldo• 9
Finl St. •ad MlllMdluetla
142-3751

'

Child's Ploy 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, 11 :45, Sat/Sun
l :45. 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, 11 :45
· They Live 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, 11 :30, Sat/Sun
1:30, 3:30, 5:30. 7:30, 9:30, 11 :30

.'

Clnepln Odeon Cln:le A Ylllon
5612 Conntttlcut Ave. NW 966-2600
Lend Be/ore Time 5:15, 7:00, 8:45. Sot/Sun
12:00, 1:45. 3:30, 5: 45, 7:00, 8 :45
The Last Temptation of Christ 5:15, 8 :30
Sat/Sun 2:00, 5:15. 8 ;30

Clneplex Odeon Circle Dupont
1350 19th St NW 872-9555
Witho ut A Clue 1:00, 3: 1.0. 5:20. 7:30, 9:40,
11 :50. Sat/Sun l :00. 3: 10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40,
11 :SO
Prince al Penr:lsyfvonio 1:45. 3: 45, 5: 45, 7: 45,
9:45, 11:45 Sot/Sun 1:45, 3:45, 5 :45. 7:45,
9: 45. 11 :45
Fresh Horses 1:10, 3:20, 5:30, 7: 40. 9:50,
l2:00Sat/Sun 1:10. 3:20, 5:30, 7:40, 9:50.

12:00
lo1r of the White Warm 1:00, 1:30, 3:00, 3:30.
5:00. 5:30. 7:00, 7:30, 9:00, 9:30. 11 :00,
11:30 Sat/Sun 1:00, l :30. 3:00, 3:30, 5:00,
5:30. 7:00. 7:30. 9:00. 9:30. 11 :00. 11 :30

Cineplex Odeon Circle Embassy
1927 Florida Ave. NW 387-1344
i

•

•

Clneplex Odeon Circle MacArthur
'859 MAcArthur Blvd NW 337-1344

•

.

Another Woman 1:30, 3:30. 5:30, 7:30. 9:30
Sot/Sun 1:30. 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:3o
Things Change l : 10, 3:20, 5:30, 7:40, 9:50,
Sot/Sun 1:30, 3:20, 5:30. 7:40. 9:50

Clneplex Odeon Clrde Tentley
4200 WlsconsJn Ave. NW J63...4J40
Everybody's All"Americon 1:30, 4: 15, 7:00,
9:40, 12:00. Sat/Sun 1:10, 4: 15 , 7:oo.9:40.
12:00
~
They live Fri-Sat 3:15. 7: 45. 12:00
The Good Mother 1:00, 5:30. 10:00. Sat/Sun
1:00. 5:30. 10:00
1969 1:15, 3:1 5, 5:1 5, 7:15, 9 :1 5, 11:15,
Sat/Sun 1: 15. 3:15. 5:15. 7:15. 9 :1 5. 11:15

Dear Baffled
Why do you need her number to
ask her on a date? The next time you
see her, you should use that opportunity to ask ber for a date. After a
pleasant date with you, she may
change her mind about giving you her
number.
Keep in mind that a lot of females
are wary of giving guys their numbers
because some guys use it as license to
harass, pester, beg or bore the objects
of their desire.
Got a Problem? Need Advice? Write

Cineplex Odeon Circle Uptown
3426 Connecticut Ave. NW 966-5400
Gorillios in the Mist 7:00, 9:45. Sot/Sun 1:30,
4: 15, 7:00. 9:45

' -'

Dear Ardent
C!O The Hil ltop Newspaper
Howard University
2217 4th St.N.W.
WaShington D.C. 20059

Cinema Odeon Cln:le Westend
23rd & L Sts. NW 29~3151
Child's Ploy 1: 45. 5 :45. 7:45. 9:45, 11: 45
Sot/Sun 1:45 . 5:45, 7: 45, 9:45, 11 :45
Everybody's Ali American 1: 15, 4:00, 7:00,
9:35. 11 :55 Sot/Sun 1: 15, 4:00, 7:00, 9:35,
11 :55
Another Woman 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30,
11 :30 Sot/Sun l :30, 3:30, 5:30, 1:30, 9:30,
11 :30
Bird 2.00, 5 : ~15. 8 :30, Sat/Sun 2:00, 5: 15,
8 :30

BUSCH GARDENS •THE OLD COUNTRY

Ill!

The Stars Are Out All Day!
"

America's premier
theme park in Williamsburg, Va. is conducting auditions for
over 250 singers, dancers, mus1c1ans, variety
artists, actors, technicians, and supetvisors.
You could be part of the
magic that truly makes
Busch Gardens an enter.
,,
''
ta1nment expenence.
So get your act together
and 'shine' at our 1989
auditions.

W

.

:\uditi<lns: 110 IV! mios, F<ll addiri<1nal
infc1nna1irm call 1..f!00-25.\-.\:IO!.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

'

4000 Wllconsin A-we NW 144 0880
Madame Soosoll:ko 1:30. 2:00, 4:30, 5:00,
7:00. 7:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00. 11:45. Sot/Sun
1:30. 2:00, 4:30, 5:00, 7:00, 7:30, 9:30,
10:00, 11:45
Crossing Deloney 2:00, 4:30, 7:05, 9:35,
11 :55. Sot/Sun 2:00, 4:3C, 7:05, 9:35, 11 :55
Fresh Horses 1: 10, 3:20. 5:30, 7:40, 9:50,
12:00 Sot/Sun 1: 10, 3:20, 5:30; 1:40, 9:50,
12:00
A try 1n the Dark 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, ' 9:30,
12:00, Sot/ Sun 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30, 12:00
The Accused 1:00, 3: 15, 5:30, 7:45, 9:55,
12:10, Sot/Sun 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 9:55,
12:10, Sat/Sun 1:00. 3: 15. 5:30, 7:45. 9:55,
12: 10

"

Saturday, Dec. 3, 1988
12:00 - 4:00 p.m.
The Hartke Theatre
Catholic University
Campus
'
Harewood
Rd., NE

WILLIAMSBURG, VA
Sunday, Dec. 11, 1988
12:00- 5:00 p.m.
Busch Gardens
Festhaus Rehearsal Hall

Sen•tOr Thnler
3950 Mlnaesota Ave. NE 398-3083
•

•

" DuscH ,

OPENS NOVEMBER 18TH

Clnepkx Odeoa Wlscomia A-we C••••••

Audition Dates:

•

GA=··

Night of the Demons 5:30, 8:45, 12:00 Sot/ Sun
2: 15. 5 ,30, 8:45, 12 :00
Demons 7: 10, 10:20, Sot 3:50, 7: 10, 10:20,
Sun 4:1 5, 7:45

. TH!\Q!t

•
:\n ..\ffirma1i•·c :\c1ion/ Equal

•

•

Cineplex Odeon Circle Outer4849 Wisconsin A-we. NW 244-3116

like nothing more than that special
girl's phone number. The young lady
doesn't give her number to any
males, but we are friends.
If you were a highly sensitive male,
how would you go about getting the
young .woman's phone number to ask
her out on a date.
Baffled

·i

-

Wifhoulo Clue 5:30. 7:40, 9:50. Sot/Sun 1: 10,
3:20, 5 :30, 7:40, 9:50
A Cry in the Dark 4:30, 7:00, 9:30, Sot/Sun
2:00, 4:30. 7:00. 9:30,
1969 7:45. 9:45. Sat/Sun 1: 45, 3:45, 5:45,
7: 45, 9:45

Treat the man of your dreams to dinner

Dear Ardent
My birthday is soon and I would
.

'

Night of the Demons 5: 45, 9:45. Sot/Sun 1:45,
5: 45, 9:45,
.'
Mystic Pizzo ·5, 20. 7:30. 9:40 .
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:20. 7:30. 9:40

_ ,.,_

Dear Desperate,
Tell him outright that you would
rather spend time with him outside of
your room. Then suggest different
activities such as bowling, movies,
dinner, skating or simply walking. If
he goes out with his friends, he must
have a little cash to spend on you if
he wanted to. To get him used to the
idea, maybe you should treat first.

•

C•pitol HID Cin•mu
507 Ei&hlh St. SE S47·1liO •

"' Ask
..
Ardent

Dear Ardent,
I am Very interested in an attractive, intelligent young black male. I
know he is interested in me also.
However, he is reluctant to take me
out. He goes out with friends and I
can't understand why he is unwilling
to take me out. I want to express
these feelings to him, but I am not
sure of what to say. ·
H.o w can I get him to spend time
withl me outside of my dorm room?
Although I do not mind spending
time with him in my room, my room·
mate does not'1ike it.
Desperate

NE.

Mystic Pizzo Fri-Thu 12:15, 2:30, 4:45. 7:15,
9:30,
Prince of Pennsylvonio Fri-Thu 12:30, 2:45,
5:15, 7:30, 9:45
Fresh Horses Fri· Thu 12: 15, 2:30, 5:00, 7: !5,
9:30
1969Fri·Thu 12: 45. 3:00. 5:00. 7:45, 10:1 5
High Spirits Fri-Thu 12:30, 2:45, 5:1 5, 7:30,
10:00
Oliver ond Compony Fri-Sun 10:00, 12:00,
2:00. 4:00. 6 :1 5. 8:00
Lorid Before Time Fri-Sun 10:00, 12:00, 2:00,
4:00. 6:15. 8:00

•

Advertise in The Hilltop

••e

<>ropoonuni1• F. mrkivcr. M/F/H

•

'I

-
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Hilltopics
ANNOUNCEMENTS

•

po Alpha Psi and Phi Beta Sigma for par- BUSINESS MAJORS - Goin practical ex·cludes transportation and bonus. Call ticipating in ''From Us to You." Alpha perience in Marketing, Advertising, and
The Alpha Sweelheart Caurt
Chapter would also like to thank the · Sales with smal l business. Interesting
636-0617.
of
.
~esidents of Slowe, Carver, Bethune,
work, fun atmosphere, and opportunity
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.,
The Campus Senate would like to give
Tubman 01.!odrongle, Eton, Sutton Plaza,
for advancement before and ofter
Beta Chapter
thanks to Alpha Phi Alpha Faternity,
Pork
Square
and
Meridian
Hill
dorgroduatjon. Flexibile om and pm hours,
Announces
Inc., H.U.S.A. and all those who parmitories for all the donations to our cann- Salary/Internships. 783-64B8.
SO~IA SANCHEZ
ticipated in the Red Cross ''Blood Drive.''
ed food drive for Project Harvest. It was
vJlll be [et urning once again to discuss,
95.5
WPGC
o tremendous success! A lpha Chapter Wonted: Nursing , Attendant. MOie
•
Black Female and Mole Relationships.
&
would also like to thank all of those who 9om-9 :30pm.
Ho~e to see you there!
Maynaid
&
Ben
mode financial contributions to the Coin doily for on elderly man. 593-9544.
Saturday, Nov. 19, 1988
ATTENTION!!!
are at 'it again
Drive for The United Negro College Joe Greene
1,00pm-4,0Qpm
Illinois Residents
on Wednesday, November 30th
Fund. Special thanks to MARK YA.TES Silver Spring, MD Suite 2 20902
i pquqlass Hall Rm. 116
There will be on Illinois Club Meeting
they'll be bringing
for participating in our Halloween party
When: Friday Nov . 18, 1988
Club ''PGC'' to life
The CAlo!PUS PALS wm be meet;ng on
at Key Doy Core Center.
FOR RENT
Where: Blackburn Auditorium
DAKOTA
n;ghtclub
Sunday, November, 20th at 3:00pm in
The Ladies of A lpha Koppa Alpha
Time: 5:30pm
the Undergraduate Library Lecture
in Adams Morgon featuring
Room for $285 and Basement opt. for
Room.
SAM "THE MAN"BURNS
The ProgressiVe Men of
$450 a month. Nice Location call
Gome Night at the Capital Centre
on
the
wheels
of
steel
Maryland Club Meeting
Phi Beto Sigma Frat. INC
681-3897.
Detroit Pistons vs. Washington Bullet~ ,
doors
open
at
59
Tuesday November 22 , 1988. In the
Alpho Chapter
•
$3 before l lf?m $5 ofter. Must be 21 !
•
Forum-Blackburn Center at 6:30om.
invite all interested rr,en ta their
M/F to shore a three bedroom house
74th Annual Smoker
ATTENTION STUDENTS
with other HU students · one mile from
Would you like to earn '$200 a week or ''Sigma: A Dream fcft Many,
campus. $265.00 includes utilities . Coll
more for just stuffing envelopes in your A Reality for Few
Al 723-5336.
;•
·
room? Well you con!! Just Coll Time: 5:00pm
· 202-639-6155 Or send o Postcard with Date: Sunday, Ncvember 20, 1988
LOOKING,
your name and address to:
.
Place: Ph i Beta Sigma House
Low-key, privacy-minded mole seeks
1327 R Street, N.W.
The Motional Mail Order Service
spacious, carpeted and unfurnished
For More Information Coll 277-3729.
Company
room within walking distance of the '
918 ''F''Street, N.W. Suite 312
Howard University campus. Modern kitWashington. D.C. 20004
Phi Beto Sigma would like to express their chen and bathroom f_ocilities required.
Don't wait-Coll or Write Now and We'll appreciation to everyone who spent the
Please leave o message for Robert at
Send You the Information Riqht Away!!
night on the yard with us last Wednes- 636-6868.
The next Alabama Student Associotio~ ·. day making our annual Sleep-Out a comFOR SALE
meeting will be held today, Friday the plete success. Your warm hearts made
18th at 5:00pm in Locke Hall Rm. 105. the cold bearable.
FACULTY /STAF F/STUDENTS
Alpha Chapter
Please bring dues.
Top prices paid for used and unwonted
textbooks with resole value.
HOWARD
ENGINEER
Tonight is ladies night at the Clubhouse.
Tim Jones -..
Coming SOOn to a ....··
·
,.
Ladies free, beer free and gents $4.00/w
TAJ Book Service
School near you ...
. college ID before 11 :30.
722-0701
'\.~
Watch out!
- -SUPPORT A STUDENT ENTERPRISE
(
Coming Soon ...
California Student
•
. This Shop is loaded with all
THE GIFT OF GOD
''The S_
alute To Black Women'' Span-·
Association
kinds old goodies, dolls, toys,
We sell gold and silver jewelry at dissored by the Undergraduate Student
General Body Meeting
china, brass, copper, trunks,
count prices. Also specialize in jewelry
Assembly. For further infoJrrlotion coll
Wednesday, November 23, 1988
re~airs. Coll us -- 722-0018.
bottles, furniture, leaded and
Blackburn Room 148 at 5: l 5pm Sharp!!! Caryn Gay at 636-69lB.
FURNITURE!'
stained glass, jewelry, prints, I
CONNECTICUT CLUB
H.U. School of Social Work is having a
You Need, I'll Make·•
paintings, photos, tiles, tubs,
Winners of the Connecticut Club Raffle clothing drive, for needy families. Please •
Beds, Chests, Desks, Woll Units,
Q
;doors, sinks, hardware, ceiling
1st Prize: Yolonda Morgan
bring all donotiOns to Social Work Oct.
Whatever!
2nd Prize: Gordon Brown
lights, memorabilia, etc.
17th-Dec. 12th.
Some $25 Deals Call Garry Barnes at
0
We thank you for your support!!!
332-7345.
Gummy Bear Winner: 1st Prize Cristen H.U .S.A. 's Community Action Network
is soliciting students with time and love
Comer
PERSONALS
to give to participate in their Big
Chris Dodd Reception November 29,
Brother/Big Sister Program. Interested
'1988.
students should stop by the H.U.S.A. of- Besides the hate letter we ore sending to
Caroll and Fred, We would like to thank
The Florido Club invites all ·residents of fice (Rm. ·102 Blackburn), and speak with
I
all of those who helped us out in our
the real Sunshine State to its next meeting Sherri Lewis, Lisa Brown, or Regino
desperate time of need: Dr. and Mrs. M,
Monday Nov. 21 in Room 126
Hampton(636-7007).
Mom and Marni, Pete, Micheal, Jackie,
3118
St.,
6:30pm in Douglass Holl .
Larry, Alyson, Woody, Charles and
Hey, Meet me at Noonday Prayer from
Sutton Plaza will hold its next Bible study
12 to 1pm on Wednesday and Fridays Charles, Monroe, the drug dealer on the
Tuesday at 6 :30 in the Reading Lounge.
·483-2428
in Andrew Rankin Chapel. We'll be corner for trying to help, Toe and Scott
for puling up with ev~rything, 5-A-88,
chi!lin in the word.
Sandwiched bet\.\'een 3100 block of
Goto for not hating me for putting her
Tell them· J.C. From Nozereth sent you.
16th & 17th Street, NW
The
Lad;es
of
Alpha
Kappa
Alpha
in prison and specie\ thanks to l-A•88
Min111cs from downtown hotels
JOBS
Sorority, Inc. ·
and 4-A-88. We love you all.
A new shipment of suits just arrived!
•
Alpha Chapler '
Colleen and Yvonne
Priced from S35 . JO' Discount for students.
would like to thank the gentlemen of The YMCA Urban Program Center heeds
Alpha Phi Alpha, Omega Psi Phi, Kap- dance and drama instructors fotl~ AfterP.S. Court,
School Program, M-TH, 3-4:30pm. For
Looking forward to you ladies becoming
m'ore information, please coll Anne Broba port of the blue & white family. All of
by at 398-2600.
you ore beautiful.
Mr. Nice
Accumulate the needy CASH for your
••
child's education. Start a 13 percent insured savings plan today. Save as little
CMAC.
You finally made 20, not that age matas $2 or $3 a day. Create substantial
ter to me.
•
monies for your child's education. Coll
1
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Arrendell & Associates Financial PlanSonnee!!
ners- - 686-9800.

Dec. 18, 1988 7:30 game for $22.00 in-

Attention!!
The Illinois Club in conjunction
with H.U.S.A. is sponsoring a Real
Estate Investment Seminar:
How to make your tmillions by' investing
in Real Estate!!
When: Friday Nov. 18, 1988
Where: Blackburn Auditorium
Time: 12:00-5:30pm

a:

AUTUMN COAT SALE!

Lisa
•
HEY YOUll YOOOO WHOOO ....
Well now that I have your attention l'd
like to say than~ for adding new colors
to my life(as well as inventin g same of
your own). So keep on the job, stay the
course, and l assure you there will be
more than a thousand points of light .
P.s·. Don't forget the PATRIOTIC ZOMBIE BABY!!
You know who
•

Morla:
''Happy birthday to you.
You live in a zoo
You smell like o monkey
and you look like one too!''
(How's that for originality?)

To Marlo(My favorite twiQsey)
I may be a clown, but I thiri~
it's your 22nd birthday.
Happy Birthday with love,
Yoyr sis, Kath leen

THE GREAT OVERCOAT IS BACK:
Herringbone Tweeds, Gaberdine, Camelhair,
Cashmeres, Wools, More, More, More, ...
1

ANTIQUES:

'

/ .

COLLECTABLES &
HEIRLOOMS
SALES & RENTALS

-

I

I

Mt.Pleasant
NW, DC

-

•

An Unbelievable Price For An IBM Compatible PC
1\n offer this good could only come from Computerland. Perfect
for the student or home user. This Commodore system has it all ...
C<1mputer. Monitor. Printer and Software. Everything you need!

-·

To: Kim E., Lawrence W. and Todd

M.

I

Paul,
Two years and counting
love K.C.
Teddy Bear
Happy one third of a year, Sweetie.
I love you very much.
Poogie
Happy 21st Birthday, Leslie A. Daniels!
Hope you en joy it, moldican.
Love,
Caren, Ericka, and Kristi

'

To the Birthday Boy:
It's AFFIRMATIVE that I like you
Have o BUMPIN 20th!

$\"l<;l).00'
Rf.G\llfl•R'"
LI

(a/I for /Jetall.<

• t-'a-.t Kl)KK- 1 ltlmh1 Prt)("t'SS1>r. (l-tl)I\ Rani
Hi~h ('.apaci~ .. ~OK Flt,pp~ Dri\·rs
• 1()1 K~ Sculpturt'd K~·ht,ard Dt:'sign Prtl ·
'idrs l.rss Hand f.tti~ut' and (;rt'att'r

• l\\·,,

Speed.
•

JNS'li\NT 'CREDIT

•

·

• .\ticr11st,ft t:11mpatihlt· \tt1ust' Pt1rt
• 1\ttJnt•rhrt)mt' Mt,nitt,r .
• Plt'n~ 111· Expansit111 ()pti11n~
• •·rer st•tf\\·art' includes7'" Srt' \\hat \1,u
(Jr1·· \\'()R[) PRO<:ESSll\(i . l(ltl .(HH)

JllRll SPELl.l\G tHEC:KER . Ol 11.l'E

llRGA\IZER.

·1'1·1111 ..

\PPlll~TME~T

80111\.
LISl: ADDRESS BOOK .

SPRE..\DSHEET ct>mpatible " ·ith Lt,lus
1-.! -.\ filt's . 0 .4.t.\BA."E ct,mpatiblt' " ·i1h
11 Ba.'e Ill files . GRAPHS and l'.HAKTS .

1'.llMMl 'IC\Tlll~ Sofi\\·are .

• fa-.t t:pst>lt 1 .\ - ~()() \tatri\ Printt'r \\ith
t:ablt' Prt,dul·rs <:risp. «'. lrar P..dprrs

'
\

'
IANHAM.
Mil
88-t l A11napl,lis Rd .

(301) 577-8883

who

Joints are illin'
Coke is illin'
What more con we soy
! ! !Stop Dealing!!!
The Alpha Sweethearts Stress
that you say NO to Drugs.

LAR
Choose the car that' ll give you
the SMOOTHEST ride of your life!
The ''Jog''
H . Thomas Willi ams,(Joseph)?,
I wish you wou ld let me know who you are,
because I' d like to meet you.
-Your ''Miss Howard''
Lotonjo,
,
your lease has expired and I know that
you're available. Let's talk.
A Curious eye
Dr. NY Rock
,·
Thanks for the special medicine.
Your whiplash patient .
who
.Lou
--.
Tee Cox
Welcome bock baby! We'll just get better with time.
Love C.D.B.

thing ca lled Bo1ic Crusher Reed, a.k.a.
Billy Jo, defensive tackle for the football team.
·
I had the shock of n1y lite \vhcn
he ans\vered his dorm roon1 door.
dian1eter. And \vhen he shook n1y •\
hand, I thought' IU never get it back.
So there I \Vas, face -to-k nee \Vith
the big man on ca.mpus, \vondcring
"ho\v I \vas going to relate Arnerican
Literature to The Hulk.
But then he pulled out a can of
Orange Cappuccino. I \vas shocked 1
Could it be that this tough jock
liked its delicate taste? And when
Bone Crusher brought out the bone
china, I \Vas beyond belief.
Reading the expression on my
face, he said, "What can I say? I like it.
The Cafe Francais is pretty good,
too." Well, who's going to argue, I
thought. As we sipped our Orange
Cappuccino, I discovered that Billy Jo
loves reading novels; his only problem
\Vas poetry. So I gave him tips on
reading Emily Dickinson, and he
~ave me a copy of Ann Beattie's
'Falling in Place."
Alfi could think was, Dad's never
going to believe th isl
<·

E.\·c/usit'f' IJ.ffer .1~All.4BU. llnlr .1/ The.• e /.11Ca/ion.•

WASHINGTllN. D.I :.
ZOOO K Streel N.\\'.

'

~ Guess

1

I

•

Happy 21st Birthday I,
Love the Zoo Crew, Dano.Done, Miko.._
Zor_, and Sherrt .

He \Vas about six foot se\ e11 ... i11

NOW ONLY

K.E.

'

M)' first ti111c tt1tori11g \\'as a 11igl1t
to ren1en1ber. M\' stt1de11t \\'as son1c•

',

.•·•

•

Thanks a lot for all of your help.

Al04
Physical Education

With Software And Printer. A Complete System!

t racey

.- \NNAPlll.IS. Mil
Partllt· Statitlll

General Foods• International Coffees.
Share the feeling.

